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Barry Fox talks telephone connectors
Ian Burley discusses the future of telecommunications
Whether your requirement for surveillance equipment is amateur, professional or you are just fascinated by this unique area of electronics SUMA DESIGNS has a kit to fit the bill. We have been designing electronic surveillance equipment for over 12 years and you can be sure that all of our kits are very well tried, tested and proven and come complete with full instructions, circuit diagrams, assembly details and all high quality components including fibreglass PCB. Unless otherwise stated all transmitters are tuneable and can be received on an ordinary VHF FM radio.

UTX Ultra-miniature Room Transmitter
Smallest room transmitter kit in the world! Incredible 10mm x 20mm including mic. 3-12V operation. 1500m range £16.45

MTX Micro-miniature Room Transmitter
Best-selling micro-miniature Room Transmitter Just 17mm x 17mm including mic. 3-12V operation. 1000m range £13.45

STX High-performance Room Transmitter
Hi performance transmitter with a buffered output stage for greater stability and range. Measures 22mm x 22mm including mic. 6-12V operation, 1500m range £15.45

VT500 High-power Room Transmitter
Powerful 250mW output providing excellent range and performance. Size 20mm x 40mm. 9-12V operation. 3000m range £16.45

VXT Voice Activated Transmitter
Triggers only when sounds are detected. Very low standby current. Variable sensitivity and delay with LED indicator. Size 20mm x 67mm. 9V operation. £19.45

HVTX400 Mains Powered Room Transmitter
Connects directly to 240V AC supply for long-term monitoring. Size 30mm x 35mm. 500m range £19.45

SCRX Subcarrier Scrambled Room Transmitter
Scrambled output from this transmitter cannot be monitored without the SCDM decoder connected to the receiver. Size 20mm x 67mm. 9V operation. 1000m range £22.95

SLCA Subcarrier Telephone Transmitter
Connects to telephone line anywhere. Requires no batteries. Output scrambled so requires SCDM connected to receiver. Size 32mm x 37mm. 1000m range £23.95

SCDM Subcarrier Decoder Unit for SCRX
Connects to receiver earphone socket and provides decoded audio output to headphones. Size 32mm x 70mm. 9-12V operation £27.95

ATR2 Micro Size Telephone Recording Interface
Connects between telephone line (anywhere) and cassette recorder. Switches tape automatically as phone is used. All conversations recorded. Size 16mm x 32mm. Powered from line £13.45

DLTX/DLXR Radio Control Switch
Remote control anything around your home or garden, outside lights, alarms, paging system etc. System consists of a small VHF transmitter with digital encoder and receiver unit with decoder and relay output, momentary or alternate, 8-way dip switches on both boards set your own unique security code. TX size 45mm x 45mm. RX size 35mm x 90mm. Both 9V operation. Range up to 200m. £50.95

Individual Transmitter DLTX £19.95
Individual Receiver DLXR £37.95

MKB-1 Hi-Fi Micro Broadcaster
Not technically a surveillance device but a great idea! Connects to the headphone output of your Hi-Fi, tape or CD and transmits Hi-Fi quality to a nearby radio. Listen to your favourite music anywhere around the house, garden, in the bath or in the garage and you don’t have to put up with the DJ’s choice and boring waffle. Size 27mm x 50mm. 9V operation. 250m range £20.95

UTLX Ultra-miniature Telephone Transmitter
Smallest telephone transmitter kit available. Incredible size of 1mm x 20mm! Connects to line (anywhere) and switches on and off with phone use. All conversation transmitted. Powered from line. 500m range £15.95

TLX700 Micro-miniature Telephone Transmitter
Best-selling telephone transmitter. Being 20mm x 20mm it is easier to assemble than UTLX. Connects to line (anywhere) and switches on and off with phone use. All conversations transmitted. Powered from line. 1000m range £13.45

STLX High-performance Telephone Transmitter
High performance transmitter with buffered output stage providing excellent stability and performance. Connects to line (anywhere) and switches on and off with phone use. All conversations transmitted. Size 22mm x 22mm. 1500m range £16.45

TXK900 Signalling/Tracking Transmitter
Transmits a continuous stream of audio pulses with variable tone and rate. Ideal for signalling or tracking purposes. High power output giving range up to 3000m. Size 25mm x 63mm. 9V operation £22.95

C4000 Pocket! Bug Detector/Locator
LED and piezo beeper pulse slowly, rate of pulse and pitch of tone increase as you approach signal. Gain control allows pinpointing of source. Size 45mm x 54mm. 9V operation £30.95

C600 Professional Bug Detector/Locator
Multicolour readout of signal strength with variable rate beeper and variable sensitivity used to detect and locate hidden transmitters. Switch to AUDIO CONFIRM mode to distinguish between localised bug transmission and normal legitimate signals such as pagers, cellular, etc. Size 70mm x 100mm. 9V operation £50.95

QTX180 Crystal Controlled Room Transmitter
Narrow band FM transmitter for the ultimate in privacy. Operates on 180 MHz and requires the use of a scanner receiver or our QX180 kit (see catalogue). Size 20mm x 67mm. 9V operation. 1000m range £40.95

QLX180 Crystal Controlled Telephone Transmitter
As per QTX180 but connects to telephone line to monitor both sides of conversations. 20mm x 67mm. 9V operation. 1000m range £40.95

QSL180 Line Powered Crystal Controlled Phone Transmitter
As per QLX180 but draws power requirements from line. No batteries required. Size 32mm x 37mm. Range 500m £35.95

QOR180 Crystal Controlled FM Receiver
For monitoring any of the ‘O’ range transmitters. High sensitivity unit. All RF section supplied as a pre-built and aligned module ready to connect on board so no difficulty setting up. Output to headphones. 60mm x 50mm. 9V operation £60.95

A build-up service is available on all our kits if required.
UK customers please send cheques, POs or registered cash. Please add £1.50 per order for P&P. Goods despatched ASAP allowing for cheque clearance. Overseas customers send sterling bank draft and add £5.00 per order for shipment. Credit card orders welcomed on 0827 714476.

OUR LATEST CATALOGUE CONTAINING MANY MORE NEW SURVEILLANCE KITS NOW AVAILABLE. SEND TWO FIRST CLASS STAMPS OR OVERSEAS SEND TWO IRCs.
This month...

Practical electronics has been around since the birth of the electronics industry and has seen it grow from a minor engineering enterprise to its current world dominating position.

Unfortunately, times change and PE is now to merge with its sister magazine Everyday Electronics. John Becker, my predecessor and a long time contributor, takes a look back to when both magazines where run by the same company – page 12.

Another long time contributor, Derek Gooding presents an extravaganza of images looking at the development of automation technology – page 28.

On a more modern note, Ian Burley delves into the hi-tech world of motor racing to see how electronic technology built for the track is finding its way onto out roads – page 30.

Finally, I would like to take this opportunity to thank everyone who has contributed to PE over the years and helped me out over the past two years at the helm.
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Innovations

A round-up of the latest news in the technology arena

The Olympic Games were transmitted across Europe live in HD-MAC, a proposed high definition TV standard. Receiving it in the UK was Nokia with its HDTV Olympic Receiver – a 16:9 format 36in direct view (not projected as some others are), 1250 line TV.

Nokia’s receiver has been designed especially for HD-MAC reception as well as all standard terrestrial broadcast formats including PAL, SECAM, NTSC and D2-MAC. It is also Nicam stereo compatible and has built in teletext functions. In a sense, this is the ultimate in TV sets and makes the common or garden 4:3 625 TV seem very old fashioned. Nokia also make a wide screen TV capable of receiving and displaying normal 625 line PAL TV pictures. This is seen as an in-between step to the next generation TV which the Olympic Receiver represents.

Pick up any recent newspaper or magazine and you are likely to find an article about virtual reality (VR). This is a technology that can completely immerse you in a world that exists only inside a computer. Even the cinema is starting to get in on the act with films like Lawnmower Man.

On a more serious note, VR is beginning to be used in industry and medicine for training, visualisation and modelling work. Virtual Reality Playhouse is an innovative book/disk package from Waite Group Press. It gives a complete history and overview of VR and is one of the first books on the subject. Included in the package is a disk and a pair of 3D specs that will allow readers to experience VR in practice. Programs include 3D wireframes that rotate out of the screen, a virtual city that can be explored and a jet fighter simulator.

For more information, contact Waite Group Press/Pitman Publishing, 128 Long Acre, London WC2E 9AN, tel 071 379 7383.
Silica presents some great offers on the award winning range of high quality matrix printers from Citizen. Each Citizen printer is built in the UK to exacting standards, ensuring superb reliability and output. Our confidence in Citizen’s quality is such that we are pleased to include a 2 year guarantee with every printer. Plus, if you buy a Citizen printer from us, we will give you the Silica Systems Printer Starter Kit (worth £29.38), FREE OF CHARGE!

### 9 PIN PRINTERS

**FREE COLOUR KIT**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>192 CPS</th>
<th>80 COLUMN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>64 CPS</td>
<td>80 COLUMN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>464 cps Draft, 48cps NOL</td>
<td>Non-impact Printing On Plain Paper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parallel Interface</td>
<td>4k Printer Buffer + 2 Fonts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Printer Buffer + 4 Fonts</td>
<td>1200 + 236 CPM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36 51.2 C 35.25 Emulation</td>
<td>3C52 Emulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1240 / 2436 2.14 / 24.14 lut a</td>
<td>3C52 Emulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5500 / 3C52 Emulation</td>
<td>3C52 Emulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>£249</td>
<td>£249</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FREE!</td>
<td>FREE!</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 24 PIN PRINTERS

**FREE COLOUR KIT**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>192 CPS</th>
<th>80 COLUMN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>144 CPS</td>
<td>80 COLUMN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1440 cps Draft, 48cps LQ</td>
<td>Non-impact Printing On Plain Paper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parallel Interface</td>
<td>4k Printer Buffer + 2 Fonts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8k Printer Buffer + 4 Fonts</td>
<td>1200 + 236 CPM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5432 Emulation</td>
<td>3C52 Emulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3C52 Emulation</td>
<td>3C52 Emulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1240 / 2436 2.14 / 24.14 lut a</td>
<td>3C52 Emulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5500 / 3C52 Emulation</td>
<td>3C52 Emulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>£259</td>
<td>£259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FREE!</td>
<td>FREE!</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### SILICA SYSTEMS OFFER YOU

- **FREE OVERNIGHT DELIVERY**: On all hardware orders shipped in the UK mainland.
- **TECHNICAL SUPPORT HELPLINE**: Team of technical experts at your service.
- **PRICE MATCH**: We normally match competitors on a "Same product - Same price" basis.
- **ESTABLISHED 12 YEARS**: Proven track record in professional computer sales.
- **BUSINESS + EDUCATION + GOVERNMENT**: Volume discounts available for large orders.
- **SHOWROOMS**: Demonstration and training facilities at our London & Sidcup branches.
- **THE FULL STOCK RANGE**: All of your requirements from one supplier.
- **FREE CATALOGUES**: Will be mailed to you with offers and software/peripheral details.
- **PAYMENT**: By cash, cheque and all major credit cards.

Before you decide when to buy your new printers, we suggest you think very carefully about where you buy it. Consider what it will be like a few months after you have made your purchase, when you may require additional peripherals or software, or help and advice. And, will the company you buy from carry on supporting you in detail of new products? At Silica Systems, we assure that you will have nothing to worry about. We have been established for over 12 years and, with our unrivaled experience and expertise, we now claim to meet our customers requirements with an understanding which is second to none. But don’t just take our word for it. Complete and return the coupon now for our broad Free literature and begin to experience the "Silica Systems Service!"

### MAIL ORDER HOTLINE

081-309 1111

### PLEASE SEND A CITIZEN COLOUR CATALOGUE

To: Silica Systems, Dept PRINQ-1295-55, 1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DQ

Please tick the box if you wish to receive our full range of citizen printers, fax machines, plotters and other peripherals.

Address:

Phone: (Home): 

Company Name (if applicable):

Which computer(s), if any, do you own?

---

**NOTEBOOK PRINTERS**

**FREE COLOUR KIT Extra - Set Accessories**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>192 CPS</th>
<th>80 COLUMN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>192 CPS</td>
<td>80 COLUMN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>216 CPS</td>
<td>80 COLUMN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citizen Swift 24e - 24 pin - 80 column</td>
<td>216 CPS Draft, 72cps LD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8K Printer Buffer + 6 Fonts</td>
<td>Parallel Interface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>360x360dpi</td>
<td>Graphics Resolution: 360x360dpi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>£249 Starter Kit</td>
<td>£249 Free Colour Kit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>£249 Starter Kit</td>
<td>£249 Free Colour Kit</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ACCESSORIES**

**SHEET FEEDERS**

**STANDARD CARTRIDGE**

**EMULATION**

**MAC**

**WIN SWISS**

**WIN 3.1**

**WIN 3.11**

**WIN 95**

**NEW!**

To get you up and running with your own printer, here’s a starter kit...

- 2166 Disk - Amiga ST Drivers
- 2166 Disk - Drivers for Windows 95
- 2 Metro Parallel Printer Cable
- 200 Sheets of Landscape Paper
- 5 Confidential Envelopes

Please tick the box if you wish to receive our full range of citizen printers, fax machines, plotters and other peripherals.

---

**NOTEBOOK PRINTERS**

**FREE COLOUR KIT Extra - Set Accessories**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>192 CPS</th>
<th>80 COLUMN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>192 CPS</td>
<td>80 COLUMN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>216 CPS</td>
<td>80 COLUMN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citizen Swift 24e - 24 pin - 80 column</td>
<td>216 CPS Draft, 72cps LD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8K Printer Buffer + 6 Fonts</td>
<td>Parallel Interface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>360x360dpi</td>
<td>Graphics Resolution: 360x360dpi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>£249 Starter Kit</td>
<td>£249 Free Colour Kit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>£249 Starter Kit</td>
<td>£249 Free Colour Kit</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ACCESSORIES**

**SHEET FEEDERS**

**STANDARD CARTRIDGE**

**EMULATION**

**MAC**

**WIN SWISS**

**WIN 3.1**

**WIN 3.11**

**WIN 95**

**NEW!**

To get you up and running with your own printer, here’s a starter kit...

- 2166 Disk - Amiga ST Drivers
- 2166 Disk - Drivers for Windows 95
- 2 Metro Parallel Printer Cable
- 200 Sheets of Landscape Paper
- 5 Confidential Envelopes

Please tick the box if you wish to receive our full range of citizen printers, fax machines, plotters and other peripherals.
Designers of affordable, mass-market PCs and workstations can give their customers near photographic quality displays with AT&T Microelectronics' newest generation chip set.

The Crystaleyes viewing devices are electronic glasses, the lenses of which open and close alternately, exposing the left eye to a left image and the right eye to a right image at a rate of twice the normal vertical screen refresh rate. A flicker free image is delivered to the brain which combines the two images to produce a 3D effect. The glasses are synchronised with the display and the computer via an infra-red link.

At last the IBM PC is catching up with Amigas, Apples and Ataris, quality sound can be provided with Audioport, an external audio adapter for laptop, desktop and notebook PCs. Audioport now gives PC users a low-cost and simple way to add stereo, broadcast-quality, digital-audio functions to their application programs. Users can perform real-time, direct-to-disk recording and playback of sampled sound.

As easy as plugging in a printer, Audioport conveniently connects to the parallel printer port of any PC.

Texas - the way ahead?

Super printer, super price

Continued on page 8
Wavelengths

If you have any comments, suggestions, subjects you think should be aired, write to PE

Longer Lasting Lights

In these days of environmental awareness, I am keen to outfit my house with the new long lasting, low power lightbulbs, some of which I believe are produced by Thorn EMI. My problem is that I am having difficulty locating a source, and I want to get the best units available. Can you advise me on the various types available, and the price range?

P McNamara
Inverness

You might like to glance over Ian Burley’s experiences with these long lasting bulbs in the September issue of Practical Electronics.

You should be able to buy compact fluorescent bulbs from Woolworths and your local electricity showroom - although you may have to make enquiries with the shop assistants to get hold of them. They cost roughly £10 each which, although it may sound expensive, is not too bad when you consider that they use a quarter of the power of a normal incandescent bulb for the same light output and last up to eight times as long. They are, consequently, much better for the environment.

Answerphone Advice

I have an ansaphone at home, but it often records people who just put the phone down when they realise nobody’s at home. Are there answerphones which do not record these nuisance calls, or which record the phone number of the person who hangs up, so I can ring them back and annoy them?

Brian Adams
Richmond

Unfortunately, BT doesn’t provide any facilities for answerer’s to know who is calling them – you might try contacting BT to see if they are ever hoping to do this. After all, they are supposed to be willing to listen to customers suggestions (or am I confusing them with a well known bank?). I don’t know of any phones which get around this problem perhaps other readers can help?

Personal Organisers

I have noticed the proliferation of Electronic personal organisers in the high street shops recently. Is it worth getting one yet, or are the prices likely to drop, and the power of the units to increase, in a hurry? Also, which of these units would you recommend, and which are compatible with IBM PCs? I would be using it mainly as a diary and memo book, but I do travel occasionally so a world clock would be useful too.

T Jarvis
Sunderland

The is a wide selection of electronic organisers to choose and most offer the same functions. At the top end of the scale are machines which are basically micro-minitaurised PCs and will run MS-DOS compatible software – from manufacturers like Atari and Pogo. At the other are the simpler devices which provide basic calendar, notebook, address book, calculator, alarm functions – the Psion Organiser and Sharp IQ. The thing to bear in mind is that for alarm functions and basic names and addresses, a cheaper model will do fine. Do check out the method of changing batteries and make sure that there can never be any data lost during this process – some Psion Organisers are troubled by this problem. Also take a look at what add-ons and upgrades are available. Will you want to attach it to a PC or do you want a simple spreadsheet? Other points are that it is almost impossible to take notes on any machine that is so small – especially if you have big fingers. Look out for QWERTY keyboards rather and ABCDEF type if you are a typist – it is hell trying to find keys that are not in the right place! Apart from this, choose whichever one takes your fancy.

On the increased power front, the latest offering is, or will be, the Apple Newton (PE August) which looks set to make all other organisers redundant – we shall have to wait and see when it eventually appears.

Remote Controls

My brother has a remote control unit that works on both his TV and Video, using a switch to choose which is active. Is it possible to buy these, or are they only possible if the TV and Video are made by the same company?

T Jefferson
Cleveland

Many manufacturers now provide multi device remote controls. To operate with any machine you will probably need a remote control that can learn your machine’s codes. There are a number of these around – try One For All II from Cetel (0256 474900).

FM Interference

When my radio is tuned into FM stations I find that walking around the room causes interference, spoiling my enjoyment of the programmes. What causes this, and why is FM so touted as the best wavelength with such an obvious problem? This never used to happen with longwave.

Mrs Brady
Tooting

FM is better because you get a much higher bandwidth which allows a wider range of audio frequencies to be transmitted and hence, higher quality. What you really need is a better aerial so that you improve the signal strength of the radio station you’re listening to.
EASY-PC PCB and Circuit Diagram CAD

Forget using tapes and lightbox! Create your Circuit Boards using CAD - like the professionals.

- Runs on PC/XT/AT etc. with Hercules, CGA, EGA or VGA display and many DOS emulations.
- Design Schematics Single and Double sided and Multilayer boards including Surface Mount.
- Standard output includes Dot Matrix / Laser / Inkjet Printer, Pen Plotter, Photo-plotter and N.C. Drill.
- Extremely powerful.
- Very easy to use.

EASY-PC

Only £98.00!

Technical support is free, for life!

Over 13,000 Installations in 70 Countries Worldwide!

Options:- 500 piece Surface Mount Symbol Library £48,
1000 piece Symbol Library £38, Gerber Import facility £98.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DIGITAL SIMULATION</th>
<th>£195</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>At last! A full featured Digital Circuit Simulator for less than £1000!</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PULSAR allows you to test your designs without the need for expensive test equipment.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catch glitches down to a pico second per week!</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Includes 4000 Series CMOS and 74LS Libraries. 74HC/HCT libraries only £48.00 each.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Runs on PC/XT/AT/286/386/486 with EGA or VGA.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ANALOGUE SIMULATION</th>
<th>£195</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NEW powerful ANALYSER III has full graphical output.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Handles R's, L's, C's, Bipolar Transistors, FET's, OP-amp's, Tapped and Untapped Transformers, and Microstrip and Co-axial Transmission Lines.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plots Input / Output Impedance, Gain, Phase &amp; Group Delay.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Covers 0.001 Hz to &gt; 10GHz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For PC/XT/AT/286/386/486 with EGA or VGA.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very fast computation.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SMITH CHART CAD</th>
<th>£195</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Z-MATCH II simplifies RF matching and includes many more features than the standard Smith Chart.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Handles transmission line transformers, stubs, discrete components, S Parameters etc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supplied with many worked examples.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Superbly easy to learn and use.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Runs on IBM PC/XT/AT/386/486, CGA,EGA,VGA.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ideal for Education and Industry.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For full information, Write, Phone or Fax:-

**Number One Systems Ltd.**

**REF:** PE, HARDING WAY, ST.IVES, HUNTINGDON, CAMBS, ENGLAND, PE17 4WR.

Telephone: 0480 61778 (7 lines)  Fax: 0480 494042

International: +44-480-61778, Fax: +44-480-494042  ACCESS, AMEX, MASTERCARD, VISA Welcome.
Being an interrupt driven device it can live in the background, and does not interfere with the use of the printer. For further information regarding Antex or its products, please direct inquiries to: Antex Electronics Corp. 16100 S. Figueroa Street, Gardena, CA 90248 Tel: 010-310-532-309.

High Class OCE
OCE Printing systems have announced their new '6775' laser printer capable of document output at an impressive 23 pages per minute (ppm). This figure almost equals the current price of this piece of hi-tech, at £29,000. Quality wise this futuristic new printer can provide 508 dots per inch (dpi) resolution. Kind of makes the standard 'office' 8 ppm printer seem lacking, doesn't it? For more information please contact OCE Printing Systems on 081-502-0038.

Texas Workstation
Now that the 80486SX chip is gaining new ground in the PC Power Wars, Texas Instruments have announced an 80486SX based design, which is claimed to provide higher specifications at a lower price than previous 80386DX based models. The TI486SX/20P costs around £2,000 and uses an Intel microprocessor to provide up to 20% more power than earlier models based on 80386DX architecture.

Fitted with 4Mb RAM expandable to 16Mb, onboard hard/floppy disk controller and integrated SuperVGA graphics capabilities and a choice of one or two 40Mb or 110Mb hard drive storage, this computer is more than a match for any PC software, users care to install on it. For more information please contact Texas Instruments Limited, on 0234-270111.

Price Victor
On the pricing front, Victor Technologies has made an aggressive move in the 486 market by introducing the XTRA, a 486SX micro tower series product, for only £1199, undercutting their industry opponents by hundreds of pounds. This new computer which is manufactured at the Tandy-Victor factory in East Kilbride, can be delivered within 24 hours of order placement.

Like the Texas TI486SX/20P, the V486/MX XTRA is equipped with a 80486SX processor running at 20MHz, and a super VGA colour monitor. Storage facilities provided as standard are 4MB of RAM, expandable to 32MB, a 105MB hard disk drive, 8KB of CPU cache and a 1.44MB floppy disk drive. As in all Victor desktop products, MS-DOS 5.0 and Windows 3.1 are installed before despatch. For further information please contact: Duncan Seager, Victor Technologies, Tel: 081-897-6565.

Double Speed 486
The DX2 microprocessor is catching on it seems. Pericom Technology has introduced the 486DX2-50 which incorporates Intel's new clock-doubled CPU, providing 50MHz speed but at a lower cost than standard 50MHz systems. This 'big gun' among micro processors is only the first step of the ladder in terms of speed, late 1992/early 93 will see the availability of 100 Mhz designs.

The 486DX2 chip operates internally at twice the clock speed of the rest of the system, which operates at its 'normal' speed. This significantly increases system performance, but the chip works with existing 25MHz motherboard designs, and does not substantially increase the price. In standard configuration the Pericom 486DX2-50 costs a reasonable £1404. Further information can be obtained from Pericom Technology plc on 0908-560022.

Pericom's double standard
LOW COST RANGER1 PCB DESIGN FROM SEETRAX

- Circuit Schematic
- Circuit Capture
- PCB Design
- Host Of Outputs

All-In-One Design System

£100

Fully Integrated Auto Router

£50

Ask Us About Trade-In Deals

Call Now For Demo Disk on 0705 591037

Seetrax CAE • Hinton Daubnay House
Broadway Lane • Lovedean • Hants • PO8 0SG
Tel: 0705 591037 • Fax: 0705 599036

What The Press Said About RANGER1

For most small users, Seetrax RANGER1 provides a sophisticated system at an affordable price. It is better than EasyPC or Tslen’s Boardmaker since it provides a lot more automation and takes the design all the way from schematic to PCB - other packages separate designs for both, that is, no schematic capture. It is more expensive but the ability to draw in the circuit diagram and quickly turn it into a board design easily makes up for this.

Source JUNE 1991
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CRICKLEWOOD ELECTRONICS
1992 CATALOGUE

- BOOKS
- BOXES & CASES
- CABLE & WIRE
- CAPACITORS
- CONNECTORS
- KITS
- RESISTORS
- SEMICONDUCTORS
- SPEAKERS
- VIDEO HEADS
- SWITCHES
- TOOLS & TEST GEAR

Jaytee Electronic Services
143 Reculver Road, Beitinge, Herne Bay, Kent CT6 6PL
Telephone: (0227) 375254. Fax: (0227) 365104
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The box files on my shelf tell me that I started writing for Practical Electronics almost exactly twenty years ago. In those days I was still working with a firm of patent agents and wrote a monthly piece for PE called "Patents Review". In it I reported on the latest, and most interesting, patents on electronics which had been published by the British Patent Office.

For legal reasons (a professional ban on anything that could be construed as advertising) the Patents Review columns were not signed. Over the years I got pretty bored with electronic patents because the same old ideas seemed to be coming around again and again. So in the mid-80s we switched to "The Leading Edge", a signed column about new technology, future opportunities and missed opportunities.

Since the mid-70s I had also been writing another column, "For Your Entertainment", in what was previously PE's sister magazine, Everyday Electronics. For those same professional reasons, the first ten years of the EE columns had to be written under a pen-name, Adrian Hope.

I enjoyed writing both columns, and when the two magazines went their own separate ways (after being sold off by IPC) the new owners let me carry on. I am grateful to a series of editors for giving me a free hand to follow whatever stories I found interesting. The plan now is for me to continue in the new merged magazine, still following stories that interest me and with the basic guiding principle that what gets written will hopefully be new or interesting or useful to at least some readers.

Take telephone wiring, for instance. There is a mess of non-standardization over telephone equipment connections and I know of no reliable source of helpful information. I also know a lot of people who have been left wondering why their equipment stubbornly refuses to work. So for this last column I am putting down the fruits of a lot of hard work on testing many different leads bought from different sources around the world.

Most modern telephone equipment now comes with a socket for a North American RJ telephone plug. With a bit of luck the equipment comes boxed with a correctly wired connecting lead, which has an American RJ plug at one end and a BT standard telephone plug at the other. But what happens if you buy equipment abroad and need a UK lead, or try and buy extra leads of existing equipment? There is a better than 50% chance you will end up with no dial tone.

Comparing different cables can be a very confusing business. There is no reliable standard for colour coding...
Ian Burley

It's for you...

The telephone industry is on the brink of technology-driven confusion and upheaval after decades of relative tranquillity. Arranging a new phone line won't simply be a case of getting BT in to do the job, instead there could be a baffling choice of phone companies and facilities. There will be greater customer choice and competition will drive prices down, but will it be all to much for the average customer and does he really have our best interests at heart?

Speaking about the disjointed development of PC networking systems, the boss of Intel, the huge chip manufacturer, recently used the history of the telephone as an example of how a united effort from the world's telephone companies had resulted in a stable and standardised global service. Pick up a phone today, and from the UK at least, you can direct dial to over two hundred countries. Buy a PC network and there is no guarantee it will talk to somebody else's. The analogy is that in the PC world you need literally dozens of different phones to keep in contact with everybody you need to.

Naturally the telephone industry has experienced its own turmoil regarding standardisation and compatibility as new technologies become available. However, most of these headaches have been confined to the phone companies. We the customers only see the benefits in the form of digital exchanges and satellite links, etc. - which we quickly take for granted. The only inconvenience most of us have had to face in the last ten or so years has been the need to change to modern push-button phones and jack sockets.

But that's all set to change. Technology and the liberalisation of the telephone market are conspiring to make life very difficult for the consumer. First of all, should you stick with good old BT? Despite its multi-billion pound profits, BT is genuinely scared of the competition which is slowly but surely marshalling its forces. Cable TV companies have joined Mercury in offering alternatives to BT phone lines while other companies you might not readily associate with the telecoms industry like British Rail and the electricity distribution companies are exploring the possibility of competing directly with BT by providing long distance transmission lines.

There will also come a time when deciding on a new phone line will be involved asking one's self whether a conventional line will be adequate or will a more advanced ISDN digital phone be necessary? Don't forget that video phones are just around the corner too.

Meanwhile, why have a physical phone line at all? Wireless communication is supposed to be tomorrow's solution - bring your phone with you wherever you go. Cellular radio phones have been around since the mid-1980s and there are over a million users in the UK despite their relatively high cost and occasionally over-saturated networks. As cellular sales tail off to business users, attention is turning to domestic users. Vodafone is set to launch a cut-price service for non-business users later this year with reduced off-peak calls and monthly tariffs. Some cellular air time providers, like Ford for example, are already offering similar deals.

But cellular is old-hat, won’t we all be using GSM or PCN digital mobile phones before the turn of the century? Or what about the Motorola Iridium mobile phone system with its proposed network of 77 low-flying satellites?

The emerging technologies offer potentially exciting possibilities, but frankly the future makes me more concerned than excited. Technology, it seems, can be too focussed - all the tricky problems get fixed and the simple ones get overlooked, like what does the customer really want? Telepoint is a perfect example of how things can go very wrong. It offered an alternative to shabby and unreliable public phones in the form of a compact cordless phone you could use away from home. On the face of it, an excellent idea - especially as it was cheaper than cellular. Digital technology promised clarity and security from radio scanning snoops. But right from the start telepoint operators decided against answering their critics, the most important of whom were would-be customers.

None of the service providers wanted to sell affordable handsets, they only wanted to sell profitable airtime. No affordable handsets meant no customers. Worse, the opportunity to add value to telepoint by promoting its use as a viable alternative to an ordinary cordless phone when at home was missed. Once again greedy eyes could see nothing but air-time revenue. Telepoint was criticised for not offering an incoming call facility but the industry's reaction was simply to say, sorry - that's not the business we're in, despite the fact that a limited incoming call facility was actually part of the telepoint specification.

There are signs that the industry is learning from its mistakes. The cellular phone industry is stupidly hampered by the fact that the unique ID numbers linked to each cellular phone number are burned into each phone. Changing phones is an expensive process requiring re-programming. Tomorrow's PCN and GSM phones will have smart cards meaning you can use anybody's phone simply by inserting your own card. It's simple little things like this which surely should have been considered right from the start.
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Merging

The Magazine

John Becker, PE’s Editor from 1987-90, reflects on the merger with Everyday Electronics that will take place with the next issue of the magazine.

It was with mixed feelings that I received the news that PE is to merge with Everyday Electronics. On the one hand, I lay great store in the concepts of independence and tradition. On the other hand, I recognise that in times of recession, market forces often dictate that survival actions must be taken irrespective of sentiment. In the current climate of the economy in general, and of the hobbyist electronics market in particular, the merging of PE with EE makes commercial sense.

Common Origins

I have been associated with PE in various ways ever since its first issue in November 1964: as reader, as advertiser, as contributor, and as Editor. Naturally I feel sadness that after nearly 28 years PE is relinquishing its independence. However, the sadness is tempered by the manner in which PE’s separate identity is being absorbed. What may not be known to some readers is that PE and EE both originated from the same stable and were for many years edited by the same Editors, first Fred Bennett and then Mike Kenward. It is Mike Kenward who now owns and edits EE, and so in a way, by merging with EE, PE is simply returning home after a few years separation.

In 1964, when PE was first published by IPC under the editorship of Fred Bennett, the hobbyist electronics market was entering its boom years. At the time, IPC’s two principal electronics magazines were Wireless World and Practical Wireless. Incredible as it may seem now, there were then far more advertisers clamouring to reach the many thousands of readers of WW and PW than either magazine could realistically accept. To cater for this buoyant market, IPC introduced a third magazine, PE. Over the next few years, the market had expanded further and other publishers had responded to its commercial potential by introducing competitive magazines. Aware of the increasing expansion, IPC felt justified in adding a fourth hobbyist electronics title to its range and in 1971 introduced EE, also under the editorship of Fred Bennett.

Fred continued to edit both PE and EE until 1977 when IPC chose to transfer PE’s offices from London down to Poole. Preferring not to move to Poole, Fred stayed in London to continue editing EE. Mike Kenward, who had first joined Fred’s staff in 1968, was appointed as PE’s new editor.

Recession And Takeover

The late 1970s, however, saw the start of what proved to be a decline in the hobbyist electronics market, triggered in particular by the introduction of the personal computer. Slowly, but irrevocably, readers of all the electronics magazines were seduced away from their soldering irons by the novelty of playing with computers. Then, from 1979, the Government’s deflationary policies began to result in a rise in unemployment and in the extinction of many of the electronics companies who had been supplying the hobbyist market, trends which still continue. By the end of 1985, the continued spiral downwards of readership and advertisers resulted in IPC deciding to close both PE and EE. However, two people foresaw that although PE and EE were now commercially unviable for a large publishing company, they had great potential for small independent
When advertising revenue is spread across all the relevant magazines, advertisers can no longer afford to times of recession, though, many advertisers can no longer afford to spread their ads so widely across all the relevant magazines. When advertising revenue is spread thinly between the magazines, the merging of two which have much in common makes good sense. Such a merger brings most of the readers of both magazines into one forum, a forum which can be more effectively addressed by advertisers who are less stretched financially. By combining production costs and advertising revenue, the merged magazines can offer their jointly increased readership a much stronger publication which is more capable of continuing to provide a broad variety of high-class features and constructional projects.

Consolidation
From my many years experience as a retailer, I know that those advertisers who so far have withstood the recession can only continue to do so if the ratio of sales value to advertising costs remains realistic. In boom times, advertisers would be likely to advertise in many magazines to promote the maximum readership awareness of their products. During times of recession, though, many advertisers can no longer afford to spread their ads so widely across all the relevant magazines. When advertising revenue is spread thinly between the magazines, the stronger publication which is more capable of continuing to provide a broad variety of high-class features and constructional projects.

Exploration
Despite the slump, I still maintain a feeling of optimism about the worthwhileness of electronics as a hobbyist pursuit. There is enormous satisfaction to be gained from making something for oneself, particularly in making something that works. Unlike some constructional hobbies, electronics offers opportunities for people of all abilities and ages to achieve success at many levels of sophistication. In addition, electronics is a hobby which can involve both brains and hands. It can be an intellectual challenge as much as a physical one. There is such a wide range of component varieties around now that there is practically nothing that cannot be achieved electronically once the idea has been conceived. Furthermore, one of the beauties of electronics is that once a few simple basics are understood, it can always be explored at higher and higher levels. Yet, if hobbyists don’t want to go too high, they don’t need to, and they can still achieve satisfaction.

Rôle Model
During its 28 year history, PE has encouraged hundreds of thousands, possibly millions, of people to become interested in electronics. Many readers, inspired by the pages of PE have gone on to make electronics their career, myself included. PE has kept readers informed about new developments in electronics and the allied technologies. It has educated people in the use of electronics and encouraged them to explore for themselves. It has published thousands of constructional ideas for readers to build, ranging from simple door buzzers to complex microprocessor controlled test equipment. Some of the published projects have been so revolutionary that their concepts have been taken up by industry.

The success of the role which PE has played over the years is a tribute to its two principal Editors, Fred Bennett and Mike Kenward. Tribute must also be paid to Angelo, who rescued PE when it was fazed with closure by IPC. The title now returns to Mike who, through EE, has maintained similar ideals and objectives to those first established for PE.

As much as one would have preferred to retain the individual styles and traditions of two magazines which have been part of our electronics culture for many years, hopefully the merger of PE with EE should prove to be beneficial to the recession-hit hobbyist electronics market as a whole. I now commend you to Mike’s good hands. Best wishes to you all.

John Becker
Happy Memories

Now Available

The PC
Constructor’s Choice
A new book which is the definitive guide to building your own PC.
Includes chapters on choosing the best system; matching and sourcing the parts required; instructions on putting them all together including comprehensive troubleshooting and problem solving section; advice on upgrading existing machines and using second-hand parts. If you like to save money or just enjoy doing-it-yourself then this book will be an essential part of your toolkit.

Only £19.95 + £2 p&p

Memories
1Meg x 9 SIMM 70ns 25.50
4Meg x 9 SIMM 70ns 109.95

Carriage on Motherboards, Disk drives & Keyboards £5, Mice, Video & Controller cards, Software £3, Cases & Monitors £12
IC’s free if over £20 nett, else add 75p. VAT to be added to the total. Full lists of IC’s & computer parts on request.

Send orders to: HAPPY MEMORIES, FREEPOST, KINGTON,HEREFORDSHIRE HR3 3BR
TEL: (054 422) 618 FAX: (054 422) 628

NOW AVAILABLE

Motherboards
80286 20MHz EMS on board, Up to 4Mb RAM £72
80386SX 25MHz Up to 16Mb RAM £99
80386DX 25MHz 32K Cache. Up to 32Mb RAM £169
80386DX 33MHz 64K Cache £195
80486SX 20MHz 256K Cache £320
80486DX 33MHz 256K Cache £475
80486DX 50MHz 256K Cache £595

Disk drives
5½" 1.2Mb Floppy £43
40Mb 25Ms IDE 3½" £129
104Mb 19Ms IDE 3½" £229
IDE Controller for 16 bit bus. 2 x FDD & 2 x HDD £14
Ditto with 2 Serial, Parallel and games ports on board £18

Video
VGA card, 16 bit 256K RAM, upto 800 x 600 resolution £25.00
VGA card, 16 bit 512K RAM, upto 1024 x 768 £45.00
VGA card, 16 bit 1Meg RAM, 1024 x 768 in 256 colours £60.00
VGA paper white 14" Inc. on-site warranty £89.50
VGA colour monitor 1024 x 768 14" inc. 2 year on site warranty £245

I/O, plug-ins, miscellaneous:
120Mb internal tape streamer (uses floppy controller) £199
102 Key Tactile Keyboards £24.50
MS compatible serial mouse, 9/25 pin adapter, software £13.95
2 serial, 1 parallel & games port I/O card £12.95
NE2000 compatible ethernet card £75.00
Desktop or mini-tower case, power supply and all fittings £75.00
Floor standing tower case, power supply and all fittings £119.00

MS-DOS 5.0 £50 DR-DOS 6.0 £45.00

Make Your Interests Pay!

Over the past 100 years more than 10 million students throughout the world have found it worth their while! An ICS home-study course can help you get a better job, make more money and have more fun out of life! ICS has over 100 years experience in home-study courses and is the largest correspondence school in the world. You learn at your own pace, when and where you want under the guidance of expert personal tutors. Find out how we can help you. Post or phone today for FREE INFORMATION on the course of your choice. (Pick one box only)

Electronic Appliances

TV, Video & Hi-Fi Servicing
Refrigeration & Air Conditioning
Electrical Engineering
Car Mechanics
Electrical Contracting & Installation
Computer Programming

GCSE/GCE/SCC over 40 examination subjects to choose from

ICS International Correspondence Schools, Dept. EDSA2
342/344 High Street, Sutton, Surrey SM1 1PK TEL: 0475 672589

Live in the Future

You Can Make It Happen With Home Automation Components From Us

Remote control lighting / appliance modules, timers, computer interfaces, telephone diallers, motorised curtain tracks, powered radiator valves. Details from -

Smart House Systems Ltd
3 Buchanan Street, Largs, Ayrshire KA30 8PP
Tel: 0475 672589
High-spec Modular PCs Vie For The Limelight

Ian Burley looks at two new notebook computers, the ultimate flight simulator, an electronic book and a hi-tech mouse-trap.

In this month's column we have a varied collection of interesting items and to start off here's a look at a pair of very advanced notebook PCs from Elonex and CPW. Elonex is a fast-growing PC company based in North London and deals directly with its customers rather than via a dealer or distributor. The firm very modestly claims its latest product, the NB-425X modular notebook PC, is the "best notebook PC in the world." The UK-manufactured computer was designed in California by Oakleigh Systems with obvious influence from Apple's acclaimed PowerBook notebook Macintosh range. It has a footprint slightly smaller than an A4 sheet of paper and weighs a commendable 5.5lbs including its power supply unit and battery. Processor options range from a 25MHz 486SX to a full-blown 66MHz 486DX and if you start off with the entry-level chip you can simply upgrade later.

CPW's super fast laptop.

We all expect a choice of display on desktop PCs but notebooks and other portables rarely have that luxury but Elonex offers no less than four different flat panel screens for the NB-425X: two monochrome screens, a passive matrix colour screen and a top of the range colour active-matrix version. Once again it's possible to upgrade the screen if you decide you need a different one. The modular aspect of Elonex's new baby is nicely rounded off by a removable hard disk feature with capacity options from 40Mb up to 450Mb. There is a PCMCIA mini-card expansion slot and a desktop docking station will be an optional extra. If Elonex's claims of battery capacity of up to 18 hours are verified it will represent a breakthrough in notebook PC battery technology.

The reason why the NB-425X invites comparisons with Apple's PowerBook range is because of its distinctive 'cyclops' tracker ball mouse pointing device which occupies the centre of the computer's face below the set-back keyboard. There's no doubt Elonex will generate a lot of interest with the NB-425X, especially as it has been promoted an aggressive price when it makes its public debut at the Business Computing Show at Earls Court in September. Monochrome display prices start at £1000+VAT and £1500+VAT for colour systems.

Elonex: Tel.081 452 4444

CPW Computer Consultants must be very frustrated by Elonex's announcement as it will inevitably have drawn attention away from their own power-packing high-spec. notebook, the 6.4lb EPS 486. This is a no-compromise machine sporting a 50MHz 486 processor, upgradable to the 586 when it arrives later this year, an active matrix colour screen plus a removable hard drive up to 200Mb in capacity which CPW claims will fit happily into a shirt pocket. An optional expansion box holds up to three full length 16-bit expansion cards. CPW will again be vying with Elonex for attention at the Business Computing Show where the EPS 486 gets its formal launch.

CPW: Tel.071 922 8890

Portable video projector

I sometimes wonder whether the future for a fair proportion of the television market lies with video projectors. Sharp lends assistance to this hypothesis via its new and very small XV-P1 video projector which has just been released onto the Japanese market. Sharp was one of the first to produce an LCD-based video projector three years ago. The XV-P1 incorporates a single 3.6in
BoardMaker is a powerful software tool which provides a convenient and fast method of designing printed circuit boards. Engineers worldwide have discovered that it provides an unparalleled price performance advantage over other PC-based and dedicated design systems by integrating sophisticated graphical editors and CAM outputs at an affordable price.

**NEW VERSION**

In the new version V2.40, full consideration has been given to allow designers to continue using their existing schematic capture package as a front end to BoardMaker. Even powerful facilities such as Top Down Modification, Component renumber and Back Annotation have been accommodated to provide overall design integrity between your schematic package and BoardMaker. Equally, powerful features are included to ensure that users who do not have schematic capture software can still take full advantage of BoardMaker’s net capabilities.

BoardMaker V2.40 is a remarkable £295.00 (ex. carriage & VAT) and includes 3 months FREE software updates and full telephone technical support.

**AUTOROUTER**

BoardRouter is a new integrated gridless autoroute module which overcomes the limitations normally associated with autorouting. **YOU** specify the track width, via size and design rules for individual nets. BoardRouter then routes the board based on these settings in the same way you would route it yourself manually.

This ability allows you to autoroute mixed technology designs (SMD, analogue, digital, power switching etc) in **ONE PASS** while respecting **ALL** design rules.

**GRIDLESS ROUTING**

No worrying about whether tracks will fit between pins. If the track widths and clearances allow, BoardRouter will automatically place 1, 2 or even 3 tracks between pins.

**FULLY RE-ENTRANT**

You can freely pre-route any tracks manually using BoardMaker prior to autorouting. Whilst autorouting you can pan and zoom to inspect the routes placed, interrupt it, manually modify the layout and resume autorouting.

BoardRouter is priced at £295.00, which includes 3 months **FREE** software updates and full telephone technical support. BoardMaker and BoardRouter can be bought together for only £495.00. (ex. carriage & VAT)

**HIGHLIGHTS**

- Net list import from OrCAD, Schema etc.
- Graphical and manual netlist entry
- Top down modification for ECOs
- Forward and back annotation
- Component renumber
- Effortless manual routing
- Fully re-entrant gridless autorouting
- Simultaneously routes up to eight layers
- Powerful component placement tools
- Copper fill
- Curved tracks
- Extensive Design Rule Checking
- Full complement of CAM outputs
- Support and update service
- Reports generator
- Gerber, PostScript & DXF output
- Full SMD support

Don’t just take our word for it. Call us today for a **FREE** Evaluation Pack and judge for yourself.
New Products

Sharp's portable LCD projector

100,386 pixel LCD projection panel instead of the more traditional trio of panels for each primary colour used in more bulky units. In fact Sharp says the XV-P1 is just one third the size of its conventional projectors. It weighs 4Kg and can produce a picture size from 30in at 1m distance to 60in at 2m. The PAL version has a horizontal picture resolution rated at 320 lines, which is greater than the reproduction capabilities of standard video recorders (approx 250 lines) though behind the 400 or so lines resolution possible with S-VHS or hi-band video and, of course, broadcast TV.

A compact 4kg unit you can easily move around seems like an entirely better prospect than some of the monster 30in plus TVs which have been gaining in popularity in recent years. Only the former would be at all practical in my tiny living room!

Sharp: Tel.061 205 2333

Affordable flight sim

If you’re like me, you would give quite a lot to have a go in one of those full-size Rediffusion aircraft trainer simulators. The company has not been insensitive to these desires and has been in the arcade video-game slot-machine business for a while now. However, the latest Rediffusion simulator for mere mortals, called Commander, takes the arcade machine state of the art onto a new plane. For a start Commander is not a video game with a hydraulic seat attached, it has been designed from the ground up as a mini-version of the real thing. Three computers control the cockpit motion, audio/display and simulation. In fact the master control computer is a very ordinary Intel-286 based PC, but this communicates with a pair of much more powerful multi-processor cards featuring 8, 16-bit and full 32-bit ARM RISC processors which handle all the processor-intensive bits and pieces.

Commander is a virtual-reality machine. Its graphic displays are calculated in real time and are in full 3D. Software for the Commander system is being developed by LucasArts and though the launch machines feature a flight simulation scenario, new programs can be added and selected from an internal hard disk drive. A submarine simulation is already on the


drawing board. All games can be mode selectable from combat, training through to ‘family entertainment’ mode and there are ten skill levels.

Inside the simulator there are seats and controls for two people. A large 26in VGA FST monitor dominates and provides your view into the virtual scene. A smaller 12in monochrome monitor acts as a glass instrument display and a third colour monitor is provided for people outside to see how you’re getting on. The hydraulically operated cockpit can generate 1g accelerative forces and tilts forwards, backwards, sideways and lifts vertically.

Commander simulators have just started shipping in the UK. If you’ve ever wanted your own Rediffusion flight simulator you will need a three phase power supply and about £45,000. A snip compared to the spare million or two you’d need for the grown up version.

Panasonic Book Player
A third manufacturer has joined Sanyo and Sony to produce its version of the so-called electronic book player originally developed by Sony. The 8cm CD-ROM electronic book standard has now been adopted by Panasonic and the KX-EBP1 is the result. It’s similar in construction to the Sony player in that the mini-QWERTY keyboard forms the lid under which either a book CDRom cartridge or a conventional 8cm audio CD fits. However, whereas the Sony unit is quite rectangular in profile, the Panasonic is more square. The unit weighs 830g including its battery pack and has dimensions of 150x93x127mm. Like both the Sanyo player and Sony’s latest version (PE August 92) the Panasonic accepts both discs conforming to the original EB-G standard (text and graphics only) as well as the latest EB-XA (Text graphics and sound) standard. A back-lit 4.5in 256x200 pixel LCD is provided but you can also plug your KX-EBP1 into either a NTSC, PAL or Secam standard TV, or a composite video monitor.

The International Electronic Book Publishers Committee (IEBPC) now boasts 74 members and the selection of EB titles is growing steadily, mainly aimed at business and education users. A 16-bit V20 processor hides inside the device and with the promise of entertainment CD ROMs eventually, I can bet that you will soon be able to play Tetris on EB players! The KX-EBP1 is already shipping in Japan and availability here in the UK promised as of September with a price of around £400-£450.

Panasonic UK: Tel.0344 853 912

Cheap Videoconferencing
Next we move onto videoconferencing, an expensive luxury most companies will have to wait many years for before it becomes affordable and widespread. At least that’s what a lot of people shouldn’t be thinking according to Mercury Communications. To spread the word that videoconferencing is affordable and accessible now, Mercury has set up four videoconferencing demonstration centres across the UK. Andy Gent, Mercury’s business development manager for videoconferencing is aware that most people still think that the cheapest video conferencing systems cost in the region of £100,000 – which they did just a few years ago.

“We want our customers to know that Mercury can offer very high quality sound and picture quality systems from as little as £17,000 per site”, Gent explains. He also adds that videoconferencing isn’t expensive to run either. “A videoconference between London and Glasgow can cost less than 20p per minute based on Mercury’s 2100 Premier service”, he revealed. Compared to the cost and inconvenience of travelling to a meeting by train or air, Gent has an increasingly attractive point to make.

Several more demonstration centres are planned but in the mean time if you think you might have a use for videoconferencing you can book a demonstration by phoning Alison Faccenda on 0908 833 115.
IBM Hybrid Technology
For a complete change of subject, attention is now turned to the humble microchip and IBM’s efforts to squeeze even more performance out of existing semiconductor technology. IBM research scientists are claiming to have more than doubled the performance of certain types of chip by integrating two different kinds of transistor on the same silicon. They have combined extremely fast bipolar transistors used in mainframe and supercomputer chips with CMOS (complementary metal oxide semiconductor) field effect transistors. The former are very fast but just as power hungry – supercomputers often require exotic refrigeration systems to keep bipolar components cool. CMOS on the other hand is a power efficient semiconductor type liberally used in more down to earth computers like PCs and video games, but CMOS logic is much slower than bipolar logic. IBM’s aim is to optimise the design of its chips by increasing the performance of parts of the chip by using bipolar logic while retaining CMOS where speed isn’t important. The net result should be chips which are still fast but less power hungry.

Mouse Alert
Most amusing item of the month, depending on whether you’re a mouse lover or not, has to come from Rentokil. The renowned pest control organisation has developed Mouse Alert, which has to be one of the most sophisticated mouse traps ever. Rentokil’s problem was not how to trap our little furry friends but to know conveniently which trap had attracted a guest. Modern methods of pest control can involve the distribution of a large number of traps which can be tiresome to check regularly. So Rentokil’s Mouse Alert traps own up once they have been triggered. Each trap box has a pair of infra red beams, both of which must be triggered in order to be certain of a capture. The electronically controlled trap door snaps shut and then a master control unit is signalled. This responds by sounding a volume-adjustable alarm, flashes a light and then dials up a sequence of up to four radio pager numbers. Staff can then respond to their pagers and be sure that a particular trap has been successful. Poisoned bait is unnecessary and traps can be emptied promptly. The control unit even has a printed log to keep track of up to individual 200 traps. Rentokil hopes the system will be a success in places where gnawed wires and cables might be dangerous as well as the more obvious places one expects to find mice, where food is prepared for example.

Anti-forgery Machinery
Finally a bit of news from Canon. I couldn’t work out whether this was a publicity stunt or not but it seems that Canon is so embarrassed by the ability of its colour laser copiers to fake bank notes that it has developed a gadget which can recognise bank note designs if anybody attempts to copy them. A library of several bank note designs is offered and attempted forgery results in a blank page coming out of the machine.

Is this the ultimate mousetrap?
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Getting To Grips With Logic

Kenn Garroch takes a quick tour around the concepts and electronics behind most modern computer and control systems.

Formalised logic has been with us since Aristotle and has been used on and off, to prove and disprove many ideas and concepts. However, it was not until the latter part of the last century that a chap named George Boole decided to make a formal study of two valued logic and set down some rules by which it operated. The development of Boolean logic paved the way for later developments in electronics that resulted in the digital computer.

Nowadays, Boolean logic is widely used in electronics from circuits that select the winner of a TV quiz game, to super, higher powered computers.

Basic Functions
At the heart of all Boolean logic lies three functions or operations, AND, OR and NOT. Each of these operates on a value or pair of values and produces a result. The values and results can have one of two states; true or false.

Taking the simplest operation first, the NOT or inverse function takes its input and produces the exact opposite. So a true becomes false and false becomes true.

AND and OR are slightly more complicated since they both take two inputs and produce a single output. The AND operation only produces a true output when both inputs are true. Any other inputs - both being false or only one being true - causes the output to be false. The OR operation produces a true output when either or both inputs are true but not when they are both false.

Unfortunately, logic operations are somewhat difficult to describe in English - or at least are a little long winded - and the best way to show how they work is through truth tables. These provide a graphical and hence visual format that reveals the workings of the logic at a glance. As can be seen from Fig. 1, the tables show all of the possible inputs and all of the corresponding outputs. The three tables show NOT, AND and OR. It may seem redundant to specify all four possibilities for the two input functions but the idea of a truth table is to show rigorously the possible inputs.

Fig. 1. The basic truth tables.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Output</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>true</td>
<td>false</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>false</td>
<td>true</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 2. Some other common functions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input 1</th>
<th>Input 2</th>
<th>Output</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>false</td>
<td>false</td>
<td>true</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>false</td>
<td>true</td>
<td>true</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>true</td>
<td>false</td>
<td>true</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>true</td>
<td>true</td>
<td>false</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input 1</th>
<th>Input 2</th>
<th>Output</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>false</td>
<td>false</td>
<td>true</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>false</td>
<td>true</td>
<td>false</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>true</td>
<td>false</td>
<td>true</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>true</td>
<td>true</td>
<td>false</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input 1</th>
<th>Input 2</th>
<th>Output</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>false</td>
<td>false</td>
<td>false</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>false</td>
<td>true</td>
<td>true</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>true</td>
<td>false</td>
<td>true</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>true</td>
<td>true</td>
<td>false</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notation
Once the basic ideas of the three root functions of Boolean logic are grasped, a way of formally writing them down is needed - in the same way that while arithmetic can be done in the head, there comes a point when it must be written down on paper using a standard notation. Fortunately, logic notation is similar to arithmetic or mathematical notation.
Variables can be given algebraic names as in maths - X and Y or A and B are quite acceptable and can have one of two values, true or false. This allows all of the possible inputs to a function to be implied in one go. The variable can be either true or false and the operation or function can operate on either of these values to produce a set output.

The AND function between two variables A and B is written A.B and the OR function A+B. Functions that are inverted have a bar put over them as in $A$. This allows complex functions to be written out and allows the development of more complex functions that the rather simple basic three.

### Additional Functions

The most common complex functions are known as NAND, NOR and EOR (aka XOR). The first two are simply formed by placing a not after the AND and OR operations and stand for NOT AND and NOT OR respectively. In notational form, is A and B are the inputs, then the output is $(A.B)$ for NAND and $(A+B)$ for NOR. The EOR or exclusive OR is a little more complex and conforms to most peoples opinion of what OR should be. It is defined as producing a true output when only one of the inputs is true. If both are false or both are true then the output is false. The truth table for this along with those for NAND and NOR is given in Fig. 2. However, we need to be able to derive some method of combining the standard three gates to produce the correct result.

Writing all of our functions out in one table as in Fig. 3, gives some idea of which functions can be combined. The NAND function has the same three last terms and the OR function the same three first. Feeding these two outputs into and AND gives the same result as the EOR. Alternatively using a NOR and an AND in parallel and combining their outputs into a NOR also gives EOR.

The operation of the function can be written out as:

- $(A.B) \cdot (A+B)$
- or $(A+B) \cdot \bar{A} + (A.B)$

and can be analysed via a truth table by evaluating all of the possible inputs A and B
and writing these down as another column and then performing the next operation to get the result which is A EOR B (Fig. 4.) - usually denoted by A circle plus B.

Through The Gate...

So far, all of the discussion has been rather academic and revolved around dry statements of logic and truth tables. Putting the theory into practice is quite straightforward. The electronic circuits needed to generate the three basic logic functions are relatively simple.

The NOT functions can be made from a single transistor. When set up as shown in Fig. 5, connecting the base or input up to the +V makes the transistor conduct pulling the output towards the 0V and connecting the input to 0V turns the transistor off allowing the resistor to pull the output up to +V. Making +V true and 0V false gives an inverter. In practice, true and false are 1 and 0 and the voltages used are +5V for 1 and 0V for 0.

The AND and OR functions can most simply be generated by two diodes. In the AND gate both are connected the same way around via a resistor to the +V line as shown in Fig. 6. The output is taken from the junction of the diodes and the resistor. Taking both of the inputs to the diodes to +V results in the output being at about +V. Taking either or both of them to 0V pulls the output down to 0V - the standard operation of the AND gate. The OR is similar but the other way around as in Fig. 7.

In practice, it is better to feed the output of the standard AND and OR circuits into invertors to allow a transistor to provide more power to the output allowing more gates to be driven from it. This causes the AND and OR to become NAND and NOR and is one reason why these are the most easily fabricated basic gate designs.

A selection of gates in symbol form are shown in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9. shows how NAND and OR can be put together to form an EOR. When buying real chips to make up real circuits, it is inefficient to put only one gate per package and there are usually at least four, depending upon the number of inputs - it can be seen from the AND and OR circuit designs that by adding more diodes, more inputs can be made available and in truth table form, this just means more input possibilities - Fig. 10.

To The Silicon Valley

Since they were first invented, electronic logic chips have become faster, cheaper, smaller and better. Not content with simple function like AND, OR and NOT, manufacturers found that through large scale integration, very sophisticated functions could be implemented each chip onto a piece of silicon. This led to the development of the 'logic family' where each chip pro-
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vided a useful building block function and all the chips of this family was the 74 series. These could be interconnected to create complex logic functions. The first such family was the TTL 7400 series where each chip identification number started with the figures 74. The original TTL (transistor transistor logic) was power hungry and suffered from a number of drawbacks, not least being the limited ‘fan out’ or the limit to the number of gates or chip inputs that could be driven from a single output. The next big step forward was CMOS logic (Complementary Metal On Silicon) which had very low power consumption and high fan out. The drawback was that it was not as fast as TTL and was prone to damage from static electricity.

Since the early days of CMOS and TTL, things have come a long way. Chip manufacturers now produce high speed low power devices with high fan out and very few problems.

Without logic circuits, modern electronics would not exist. Fortunately, their operation and the theory of their design is relatively simple - perhaps a reason why they are so widely used. The development of the super fast microprocessor as a replacement for discrete logic chips makes a knowledge of how they work no less important that it was when designing with the chips themselves.
GETTING IT TOGETHER

PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS

EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS

From next months issue Practical Electronics and Everyday Electronics will merge together to give you the best possible electronics magazine.

The projects and features planned for the first combined issue of Practical Electronics with Everyday Electronics are:

★ TOMORROWS TECHNOLOGY
★ PERSONAL STEREO AMPLIFIER
★ REACTION TIMER
★ ALTIMETER
★ VIBRATION ALARM

PLUS: A new Teach-In '93 series aimed at everyone interested in electronics and particularly at GCSE and "A" level students

WHAT TO DO! What do you need to do to get the combined magazine?

Basically nothing at all except be patient and wait until the November issue appears on October 2. If you get a copy from your newsagent, watch out for the new combined logo on his shelves; if your newsagent delivers a copy or if you have a subscription you should find your copy on your doormat as usual.

It’s going to be good – just wait and see!

FREE! The November issue will also come with a free 196 page Greenweld Electronics catalogue banded to it (or a postage paid card to send for it if you are a subscriber).

Don’t miss it – watch for Practical Electronics with Everyday Electronics around October 2, it will be selling fast!
How It Works

A Century Of Automation

The quest for knowledge is as old as the human race. Derek Gooding takes a look at some of the developments that have resulted in our present day technology.

Computers, automation, feedback control, integrated systems, microprocessors, chips and Information Technology. Not too many years ago very few of these words existed but today millions around the world use them with ease and understanding. We are living through the later part of the 20th Century Industrial and Technological Revolution.

The invention of mine pumping technology and the skills of windmill builders came together to create a machine with a cylinder and piston, connected to a rocking timber beam high overhead to transmit power to pumps deep in the earth to help prevent the mine from flooding. The inventor, Thomas Newcomen, was a practical man with a deep concern for those who worked in those deep and dangerous mines where water seeped in so quickly after a heavy rain - a constant and potential danger. Steam from a simple boiler entered the cylinder beneath the piston and once full the supply was shut off by hand. Next a spray of cold water was sprayed into the steam filled cylinder, rapidly cooling the steam and condensing it back to water. Thus a partial vacuum was formed by the shrinking steam. The piston moved downwards due to the air pressure above the piston attempting to fill the vacuum. The beam above rocked on its central pivot and the pumps in the mine filled and brought the water to the surface.

Newcomen's engines required constant attention. Every rocking action of the beam was under the control of the driver. He opened and closed the valves in a set sequence throughout his long shift. Fatigue, boredom and loss of concentration were all dangers for the driver to overcome. The solution? Automation. A simple pump and bucket proved to be the answer. Water from the bucket was drawn into the pump each time the engine moved its beam overhead and then, as the beam was allowed to rock back to the rest position, the small pump, now filled with water, emptied back into the bucket until enough movement had taken place to operate the timed restart of the engine by means of rods and levers connected to the timer known as a 'cateract'.

Some years later James Watt modified the design of Thomas Mead's 1783 invention, the centrifugal governor, as used on windmills, and instead modified it to add feedback control to beam engines with large flywheels. The flywheel's natural momentum, once turning, could be used to reduce the human involvement to a bare minimum. The speed of rotation, being directly proportional to the amount of steam available to the engine, meant that a rotary governor driven by the flywheel could be arranged to control the amount of steam available, to cause constant and preset speed of the wheel. Any increase in rotational speed would cause the governor to rotate faster and therefore the two heavy weights of the design would be thrown outwards and upwards as they turned, this simple action twisting the steam input control valve would obviously deprive the engine of power until the rate reduced enough to allow more steam to enter the cylinder. Thus a constant mean speed was maintained.

Mechanics are all around us. Even the invention of the Stowger telephone system in America around 1891 incorporated the "Watt" style governor into the dial pulsing rate of the dialled numbers. The action of pulling the dial around with the index finger provided a pause between digits transmitted. Releasing the dial allowed it to return at a fixed speed so that the switched pulses could be received at the exchange at the correct speed to drive the relays and make the correct connections to the number dialled. The first Stowger exchange in the U.K. was installed at Epsom in 1912. The last to operate in the London area was switched off on 28th July 1992 at Syonfield when it was replaced by an all electronic exchange.

Thermionic valve discoveries led to the triode amplifier capable of sending telephone signals very long distances and from their introduction in the 1920's they were the mainstay of telecommunications. However, the transistor was soon to replace it and provided a smaller, less power hungry alternative. Printed circuit boards did away with lots of jumble wiring. Transistors became more reliable, smaller and cheaper. Photography techniques and chemicals improved until very complex circuits and components could be reduced down to very small sizes and whole circuit reproduced in tiny areas on chips of silicon. Minaturised large scale integration of wiring and components on multi-layered semiconductor materials soon led to chips being taken for granted. But with the previous invention, there is always something around the corner to overtake it... so what can the future promise us? From the day Practical Electronics Magazine first appeared I have enjoyed watching the advances, now, as it merges with Everyday Electronics I wish it well and having worked for so long for both titles I know many more amazing advances await us. Good luck.

Derek Gooding is the Education Officer at Kew Bridge Steam Museum where technology from the past to developments towards the future are displayed and explained to schools and groups by appointment. The Steam Engine collection is the largest of its kind anywhere and includes the largest working beam engine and the oldest working waterworks beam engine.
Early electronic computer board containing 34 transistors on 14 miniature boards with 14 gates. Things have come a long way in 20 years!
In-Car Electronics

Ian Burley dons his fire-proof suit, racing gloves and crash helmet to take a look at the electronic systems used in modern racing cars.

I doubt it would come as any surprise to regular PE readers to be informed that modern cars are stuffed with electronics. However, the range of uses electronics are applied to in the automotive industry is very extensive indeed. Exotic electronic systems contributed to Nigel Mansell’s first world championship on the formula one race track this year, but there are some equally impressive electronics in many production cars as well.

The attraction of electronics to contemporary car designers is in control systems. Compared to the mechanical devices they have replaced or enhanced, electronic sensors and management systems are designed to endow far more accurate and speedy control of a whole variety of systems. Although the most obvious application of electronics in cars is in engine management and instrumentation, the ‘fly by wire’ analogy pioneered in the aerospace industry. Computer controlled systems exist to provide automatic transmission changing and torque distribution, active ride suspension, variable four-wheel steering and drive, and Saab is already experimenting with an electronically controlled joystick to replace the steering wheel and throttle.

The first electronic add-ons for cars appeared in the early 1970s when both manufacturers and after-market accessory firms started to produce electronic ignition systems. These solved the perennial problem of worn contact breakers in the distributor. This small cam-driven switch had to operate under extreme voltages several thousand times a minute – once for every cylinder sparkplug ignition. Wear and accumulated debris meant regular cleaning and adjustment. The first electronic ignitions handled the high-voltage switching directly but retained the contact breaker for low-tension triggering and this meant a much longer life with less maintenance. However, one minor problem remained – the mechanical contact breaker could perform erratically at very high engine speeds. The ultimate solution was a contact-less or breaker-less ignition system with the high-tension electronic circuitry triggered by an optical or magnetic switch which completely replaced the old contact breaker. Better electronic designs also produced a stronger spark which translated into better cold starting and clean running, especially when fitted to old engines with worn distributor mechanisms.

The early exploiters of electronic ignition could be found in the highly competitive world of motor racing. Mechanical ignition and fuel injection systems were quickly replaced by electronically controlled systems once the technology became available. The better high speed running offered by electronic ignition was complemented by improved fuel economy and power through accurate fuel metering and distribution with electronic fuel injection. Later this was to be essential for competition engines fitted with turbochargers.

A modern engine management system comprises a central microprocessor linked to several sensors at strategic parts of the engine. Typically there are sensors to monitor air intake flow, crankshaft position, fuel flow, ignition, manifold pressures and throttle position. Although engine management is mainly associated with electronic fuel injection, many modern carburettors are also electronically controlled. Some cars have a combustion knock sensor linked to the ignition system; if the fuel/air mixture pre-ignites it’s probably because the ignition timing is too advanced. Prolonged pre-ignition, also known as pinking or knocking, can damage the piston and valves and is inefficient. The knock sensor informs the ignition system when this happens and instantly retards the ignition timing temporarily. Precise engine management is even more important for cars equipped with catalytic exhaust converters. A sensor in the exhaust system helps ensure that the engine is producing the right composition of exhaust gases which can be catalysed successfully.

Engine management controls the
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delivery of fuel to the engine and the timing of the ignition of each fuel charge. Advanced engine management systems can treat each cylinder individually – sometimes referred to as a multi-point system. The microprocessor in the engine management control unit refers to a pre-set database or ‘map’ which corresponds to optimum engine settings according to engine speed and load. Car manufacturers map their engines for a good compromise between economy and performance. However, third party companies quickly realised that by remapping the engine management unit quite a lot more power could be extracted. This has become known as ‘chipping’ as it often only requires the replacement of a few electronic components. Typically re-chipped engines offer 10-15% power improvement, or more if the engine is turbocharged. Chippers often claim that the power in turbocharged Ford Sierra Cosworth engines, for example, can almost be doubled. These cars have detuned track racing engines and besides replacing the engine management map, just a small adjustment to the turbocharger control unleashes the engine’s true potential.

Oddly enough, engine mapping is potentially a big compromise – even for the car manufacturers. The engine performance map data is for perfectly running brand new engines. Like all computers, engine management systems are prone to that old adage – garbage in – garbage out so if an electronically managed engine starts to wear and change its operational characteristics, the management system could become seriously confused. This problem could be much worse with ‘chipped’ engines. Engine management systems are also vulnerable to faulty sensors. It’s essential that sensor data is correct whether or not the engine is old, new or chipped. One faulty sensor could quite possibly cause the whole management system to shut down. This happened to my own car once when the crankshaft sensor was eventually found to have an intermittent fault.

The symptoms ranged between the engine completely dying to a simple misfire. Unfortunately, 90% of the time it ran perfectly. In the end the garage was able to wheel the car into the service bay while the engine was still running and showing a problem. It was then be plugged into a real-time diagnostic unit and the faulty sensor was immediately identified. That was six years ago and I’m glad to report that although the engines powering cars I have driven since then have become even more electronically complex, reliability has not been a problem. Engines of the future will almost certainly incorporate a degree of artificial intelligence to adapt to the engine’s ageing, and even self-diagnose faults. The new McLaren F1 road-going super-car even has a modem link for remote diagnostics and adjustment via a convenient telephone line!

The better you can control the fuel and ignition the more power the engine can be allowed to develop, hence the association of fuel injection and engine management systems with sporty cars. However, in these energy conservation times, improved efficiency not only means more power but better economy. For example, a 1.4 litre Rover with the latest 16-valve K-series engine develops 95 horse power, four more than a 1.9 litre Triumph engine developed in the late 60s, and it is considerably more economical than its forbear to-boot. The Triumph engine, incidentally, was consid-
ered quite advanced for its time. It is no longer used by Austin Rover, but lives on as the basis for one of the world’s most electronically managed engines at Saab. An experimental version of this engine is so tolerant of changes in combustion characteristics due to its management system that it will run happily on all sorts of weird fuels like alcohol and paraffin as well as normal petrol – without any external adjustments. Other smaller engines than the original Triumph can develop more than 50% greater power and yet exhibit no great fuel economy penalty. Much of the improved performance is down to better engine design, but tight control over the engine combustion provided by engine management systems has had a direct influence on the development of modern engines.

Electronic control is not restricted to engines. Several up-market executive cars now offer switchable suspension settings. These settings are governed by specially controlled valves in the suspension dampers. By tightening the valve you get a stiffer, more sporty handling set-up. If the chauffeur is at the wheel you can switch back to a softer and more comfortable ride which won’t jog your view of the FT too much! Some cars like Citren’s XM have electronically governed hydraulic suspension. The system is designed to prevent excessive pitching under acceleration and braking as well as to provide even more effective bump absorption. Adjustable ride height is offered as well, which keeps constant regardless of load. Back in the mid-80s Lotus built several road-going prototype sportscars with ‘active’ suspension. These cars had no mechanical springs at all. The car stayed off its bump stops through electronically controlled hydraulic pistons. The car’s attitude was continuously monitored by a microprocessor and the suspension lowered or lifted accordingly. This happened in real time of course and the car didn’t lean under hard cornering as a result, making it faster and supposedly safer as well. Lotus even ran the system for one season in Formula One, with mixed success - lack of reliability being the main problem. Active ride has since returned to Formula One and it has been the Williams team and Nigel Mansell who have exploited it successfully. This year’s Williams car is widely regarded as having a crucial edge over the competition through active suspension which not only makes the car more comfortable to drive on bumpy surfaces, but ensures a constant ride height which is vital for aerodynamic performance. Several other teams are set to introduce rival systems.

Williams has also benefitted from other electronic advantages. Last year the Williams team followed Ferrari in introducing a semi-automatic gear change. Instead of operating a conventional gear lever and clutch, the driver only has to flick switch connected to an up or down shift lever conveniently sited on the steering wheel. The benefits include faster shifts and no need to take a hand off the steering at crucial moments. The McLaren team’s system is rumoured to automatically shift gears up under acceleration which eliminates the potential inaccuracy of a driver guessing when the engine has reached peak speed for the next shift. In a McLaren, the driver no longer has a direct mechanical connection with the
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engine's throttle. Out has gone the throttle cable, to be replaced by an electronically controlled servo. In effect, the driver is almost reduced to advising the engine management system what to do leaving the electronics to make the final decisions. Some drivers are concerned that this will diminish the driver's skill contribution to the car's overall performance.

In the past, the reliability of electronic systems has been a problem - most publicly demonstrated when Nigel Mansell blamed his Ferrari's onboard computer for changing gears erratically all by its self at 200 MPH at the British Grand Prix in 1990.

Williams and now several other teams also have electronic traction control. This is the modern day equivalent of the limited slip differential. An electronic system checks for imbalance in the rotational speed of the driven wheels and alters the power feed to each wheel accordingly by adjusting a torque converter. It all sounds very simple, but the power loads involved reach around 800 horse power and adjustments must be made in milliseconds. Traction control is now available in some road cars - especially the four-wheel drive variety.

Staying with Formula One, most of the top teams enjoy real-time diagnostics whereby engine characteristics can be monitored via a radio link as the car performs on the track. It shouldn't be difficult to note when drivers aren't driving at their best! It's also suspected that some teams have the ability to change variables like the engine map data without having to bring the driver and car back to the pits.

Anti-lock braking systems are now increasingly common on road cars, though not yet in competition cars oddly enough. Braking control is at least one area where driver skill remains preferable to electronics, but for how long is anybody's guess. Anti-lock brake systems or ABS are usually electronically controlled but cheaper all-mechanical solutions are also available. Sensors detect when one or more wheels have locked up and the brakes are repeatedly disengaged and reapplied automatically in a pulsing motion. This retains some grip in a situation when the wheel would otherwise be sliding uncontrollably and unable to contribute to the directional control of the car. Advanced drivers are taught a similar method of extreme braking called cadence braking.

Four wheel steering (4WS) is another area where electronic control can sometimes be involved. With the more sophisticated examples of 4WS the steering relationship between the front and rear wheels can be different according to the road speed. At higher road speeds, like lane changing for example where only a slight turn of the wheel is required, the front and rear wheels will steer in the same direction, but at parking speeds or when turning a corner the rear wheels turn in an opposite direction to aid manoeuvrability. Some 4WS systems control the required steering attitude electronically. As previously mentioned, Saab is experimenting with a fly-by-wire joystick controlled steering system.

"Just make sure your car has battery and alternator up to the job of powering all these gizmos!"

Electronically controlled transmission has already been mentioned with regard to Formula One racing cars, but it's now not unusual to see electronically controlled automatic transmission in ordinary road cars. The more sophisticated systems are electronically linked to the engine management system in order to allow the engine and transmission to work more directly in concert. Switching modes are also common whereby a 'sport' mode holds the transmission in a gear longer under hard acceleration, only changing up at a higher engine speed than usual. This is less economic on petrol consumption, but provides faster acceleration. All the driver has to do is push a button to switch modes.

If you have an electronic control unit which monitors things like fuel flow, why not make use of that information and convert it into some meaningful figures like fuel consumption in miles per gallon on a dash-mounted display? Trip computers usually indicate average MPG, actual MPG, fuel used, and when hooked up to distance and speed information you can add an estimated time of arrival function, average speed, and so on. Other trip computer functions often include and exterior temperature indicator and a frost warning. LED or LCD vehicle maps to indicate doors which haven't fully closed or faulty lights are now becoming standard on up-market cars. Full digital instrumentation has dropped in and out of fashion. First introduced in the early 80s, digital instrumentation packs were unreliable and garish, plus drivers preferred the free-swinging needle on traditional analogue dials to low resolution LED/LCD segments. There was also some resentment to talking dashboards warning that the engine oil was low - even when it wasn't! Improvements in design and display electronics have inevitably seen a renaissance in digital instruments and there are useful security advantages in areas like 'electronic' odometers which can't be clocked.

My car, a Rover 800-series has ordinary analogue main instruments but there are no less than five LCD panels to gaze at and goodness knows how many buttons to prod! The air conditioning unit even has a sensor to detect whether or not it's day time!

Electronics in cars is becoming boundless. Car radios are stuffed with some very complex chips providing crystal clear and interference free radio reception and radio data system (RDS) information. Car alarms are reaching almost absurd levels of sophistication to beat the thieves, from radio remote controlled locks which re-program their ID numbers every time they are operated to smart-card style electronic keys, without which the car is totally disabled. Then how about a radar detector to avoid the attentions of the local constabulary? Electric seats with memories, electronic puncture detectors, car phones, air bag triggers, electronics to tell you when the next service is due - the list goes on. Just make sure your car has battery and alternator up to the job of powering all these gizmos!
GoldStar is a key division of the Lucky GoldStar Group, one of the world's largest international corporations, employing over 100,000 people with a turnover approaching £14 billion. GoldStar, with their unrivalled resources and technical ability, have manufactured and labelled many of the world's leading computer companies for over 30 years. In fact, other PCs you may have been considering, because they have a different brand name on the outside, may well be a GoldStar on the inside.

Silica Systems, an official GoldStar appointed dealer, are pleased to recommend this comprehensive range of GOLDSTAR 12Mhz which combines the very latest technology with years of manufacturing experience. GoldStar's quality and reliability coupled with the Silica Systems service, provide you with the perfect PC solution for the home, business or education. From an entry level 286 desktop workstation to a powerful 486 EISA tower system, Silica and GoldStar have the answer, at an affordable price!
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either in the USA, UK or Far East, and certainly no international standard. Also, whereas the US RJ plug is designed to be transparent, and thus helpfully makes the core colours clearly visible, British Telecom's plug is unhelpfully opaque white. This usually makes it impossible to see the colour coding without first cutting off the plug.

The only sure way to check connections is electrically, with fine probes on the pins, and an audible signal to denote end to end contact. When you do this with enough leads, some simple guiding principles emerge from the confusion.

Both in the US and UK, there is provision for a six pin plug, but usually only four pins are used. Of these only two are essential for connection. In the USA, the "hot" pins are the two central pins, but in the UK the "hot" pins are the two outer pins. Whereas some leads preserve polarity end to end, others reverse it, on some or all pairs. But (in another context), BT engineers have confirmed to me that the polarity of connections is not important; and practice bears this out.

Clearly a lead which runs between a BT plug and an RJ plug to connect US equipment to a UK line, must route the outside "hot" pins of the BT plug to the inside "hot" pins of the RJ plug. Usually the outside pins of the RJ plug are also routed to the inside pins of the BT plug. Sketches 1 and 2 show the two main variations on this "outside to inside" theme, with and without symmetry of polarity.

To confuse the unwary, some equipment which is fitted with RJ plugs, but designed for sale in the UK or Hong Kong (where they use BT plugs), makes the outside pins of the RJ plug "hot". So the connecting lead must route the outside pins of the BT plug to the outside pins of the RJ plug. Again, there are two variations on this "outside to outside" theme giving variations on polarity. See sketches 3 and 4.

Although there will usually be no working difference between types 1 and 2, and no difference between 3 and 4, there is absolutely no compatibility between types 1/2 and 3/4. If you use type 1/2 instead of 3/4, or vice versa, the there will be no dial tone.

Shops do not identify these different types of lead by label and sales staff will seldom even know there is a difference.

There is a fifth type of lead, shown in sketch 5. This has two US RJ plugs back to back with mirror image wiring to provide a straight through connection.

But beware. There are two types of this lead. One, usually short and coiled, connects the handset of a telephone to the main unit; the other, usually longer and straight, connects a phone to a wall socket. At first sight these leads look identical. But they are not. The RJ plugs on the handset lead are very slightly smaller than the RJ plugs on the wall socket lead. Although you can physically plug the small plug into the slightly larger wall or phone socket, it will not make a reliable electric connection. Shops often do not label or understand this difference either.

Outside to outside, inside to inside lead as supplied with some equipment sold on the UK market (eg Amstrad fax machine).
**Miscellaneous**

**Greenweld Newslineline**
0891 505 121

Call charged at 36p/min cheap rate, 48p/min other times.

For a weekly update on our latest surplus bargains – call now!! Our latest list FREE from GREENWELD, 27 Park Road, Southampton SO1 3TB

**73 Amateur Radio Today**

Broaden your horizons.

Subscribe to the world's leading Radio Ham magazine.

European rates for surface and air mail available on request from:

73 Amateur Radio Today
PO Box 50330
Boulder, CO.
80321-0330

**Service Manuals**

Available for most equipment.

TV, Video, Audio, Test etc.

Any age, make or model.

Write or phone for Quotation.

Mauriton (PE)

8 Cherry Tree Road, Chinnor,
Oxon, OX9 4YQ

Tel: (0844) 351694
Fax: (0844) 352554

**Components**

**SURPLUS/REDUNDANT ELECTRONICS**

COMPONENTS WANTED

ICs - Tumers - Transistors - Valves - Diodes etc - any quantity considered - immediate payment.

ADM ELECTRONICS SUPPLIES

Tel 0827 873311
Fax: 0827 874835

**OMNI ELECTRONICS**

stock a wide range of electronic components at

174 Dalkeith Road, Edinburgh EH16 5OX

Open Mon-Thur 9.15am-6.00pm
Fri 9.15am-5.00pm
Sat 9.30am-5.00pm

- 1990/91 catalogue costs £1.50
- contains vouchers to use against purchases
- Do you have your copy yet?

**Surveillance**

**Suma Designs**

sell top quality surveillance equipment in kit form or as ready built units.

See our full page display ad in this issue

**Turn Your Surplus**

ICS transistors etc into cash, immediate settlement. WE welcome the opportunity to quote for complete factory clearance.

**Coles-Harding & Co.,**

103 South Brink, Wisbech, Cambs.

ESTABLISHED 15 YEARS

Tel: 0945 584168 - Fax: 0945 586844

Recycle your old projects and generate useful cash from spare components

**Wanted:**

Back issues of Radio Constructor or Radio & Electronics Constructor 1970 onwards – must be in good condition. Tel: Chester (0244) 660637

**Digital electronics tutorial software**

for IBM PC. Basics to Karnaugh maps. £5 only. Tel: 061 430 5208

**Hornby Zero-1 design team**

members (1980-1984) please contact C Harris, 10 Palace Place, Palmerston, North New Zealand. Tel: NZ 6 3561754. Information required Phase III.

**Two-tone steel panel boxes**

white/grey, brand new beautiful finish, desk top with feet or can be wall-mounted. Illuminated push switch, LEDs and microphone. produced for Sc Anatonic HomeLink, but can be adapted for any project. Size 13" W, 11" D, 2" H, sloping fascia. Very attractive. Internal 12V sounder and connectors included. £3.00 each or £22.00 for 93 available. Also food used transformers (approx 100) £1.00 each, mostly 1A 15-20V AC out. 3 pin moulded plug (fused) with 2 metres 3 core 0.5mm flex, strap £1.00 each. 2 pin plugs with 2 core flex 2m length, brand new, 50p each. All prices include carriage. Tel: Fare Security Systems Ltd, 0792 202718

**DRAM**

D-RAM 41256-16 60p each or £5.00 for 9. S-RAM 61616P 60p each. EPROM D2732D £1.00 each. Plug in relays 11-pin 240V/110V. £1.20 each. All items unused. Details (0273) 514465 (evenings)

**Hewlett Packard Enthusiasts. HP9836**

Computer to break for parts or repair. (Fault in memory section). Q L R O #60 includes HP9111A graphics tablet, leads and software. More Info:- Crewkerne (0460) 73416 after 7:30pm

**School Visits**

Steam Technology 1820-1810

See the World's Largest Working Beam Engine


Kew Bridge Steam Museum

Green Dragon Lane,

Brentford

TW8 0EN

Technology Tours throughout the year
Phone 081-564 4757 for details

**PTFE Low Friction material**

in 0.8mm sheet at 25p per square inch and 10mm thick blocks at £1.00 per square inch. SAE for details of Telescope Drive Systems and clocks. AWR Technology, 67 Thornbridge Road, Deal, Kent.

**Study Electronics on the BBC Micro.**

An interactive approach to learning. Four program titles available. "Introduction to Electronics Principles", 'Electronics Mathematics', 'Digital Techniques' and now 'Programming for Electronics'. Programs include theory, examples, self test questions, formulae, charts and circuit diagrams. User inputs and calculated outputs. £29.95 each + £2.00 P&P. Cheque or Postal Order to EPT Education Software, Pump House, Lickram Lane, Witham, Essex CM8 2BJ
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Echo And Reverb Effects Unit

A low-cost sound box for weird and wonderful effects – crazy crescendo and raucous reverberation from M P Horsey.

Various devices are employed to enable sound reverberation or echo effects. These include multiple head tape recorders, metal springs and digital memory devices. Also of note are bucket brigade delay line integrated circuits. For example the TDA 1022 provides theoretical delays of up to 51 milliseconds. Unfortunately, the actual delay possible is very much less and a number of these ICs have to be cascaded together.

Another bucket brigade delay line IC is available which provides delays of three times longer. The IC is of the type TDA 1097. While a little more expensive, only two such ICs are required to provide reverberation and echo effects.

A variety of sound effects can be obtained with this circuit. While designed for reverberation, the time delay can be sufficiently long to produce echo effects. In addition, the feedback may be increased to produce a crescendo effect – ideal for producing weird sounds.

Principle Of Operation

The TDA 1097 is a 1536 stage delay line. Each stage is a capacitor fabricated with associated circuitry within the IC. The audio (analogue) signal is divided into samples – as illustrated in Fig. 1. Each sample represents a precise voltage and is stored in the first capacitor C0. Between successive capacitors is an electronic switch which transfers the charge from one capacitor to the next. Thus, the sample is transferred along the capacitors, rather like water being passed from one bucket to the next as used in old fashioned methods of fire fighting – hence the name bucket brigade delay line.

The time taken for samples to travel from one end to the other depends upon the number of stages and the rate at which the electronic switches operate. In this IC, the number of switches is fixed at 1536. However, several ICs may be connected in series if required. The switching rate is determined by the clock pulse fed to pins 1 and 2. The frequency of this clock pulse may be from 5kHz to 100kHz. In practice, however, this frequency should be twice the maximum audio frequency required – look up Nyquist and Shannon theorems in a technical encyclopaedia for more information.

The circuit described is intended for the human voice and a maximum audio frequency of 8kHz. The clock frequency is variable from about 12kHz upwards. At a clock frequency of 20kHz a delay of 38 milliseconds per IC is provided. Thus with two ICs a delay of up to 76 milliseconds is possible. Since the output is fed back into the IC, reverberation can continue for some time.

Electronic Filter

If electrical charges are to be passed from capacitor to capacitor it will be apparent that only alternate capacitors can actively hold the samples at any one time. The audio signal will, therefore, be split up as indicated in Fig. 1b. Filtering such a signal is difficult – and would result in only half the maximum possible audio frequency signal indicated above. This fragmented audio signal is taken from the main output pin 4. An output is also provided from the previous stage and the charges from this fill up the gaps as shown in Fig. 1c. Thus, if pins 4 and 6 are connected together, the combined output provides greater continuity of signal and simplified filtering.

This combined output is fed to an active filter comprising a 741 op-amp IC and associated resistors and capacitors. The effect of this circuit is to cut off all frequencies above 8kHz. Thus the bumpy wave of Fig. 1c is reduced to smooth the audio wave similar to the input.

Circuit Arrangement

It is important to note that the circuit employs a positive earth
The inverting input via R3, to reduce the gain to an acceptable level. The frequency range is set by C2, C3 and R4. The output passes via DC blocking capacitor C4 to VR1 – the microphone level control.

**Delay And Filter Circuits**

The amplified audio signal passes via R5 and C6 to the filter circuit comprising IC4 and associated components (described later). Part of the output from IC4 passes via VR3 and C9 to the input of the bucket brigade delay line IC2. The DC voltage at pin 3 is held at -7V by means of VR2 and R9. Pin 5 of IC2 is connected to -15V: pin 6 to zero V and pin 7 to about -14V as set by the resistor chain R6, R7, VR2 and R8. The clock inputs are connected to pins 1 and 2.

The delayed output from IC2 is taken from pins 4 and 6 and the signal is fed via DC blocking capacitor C8 into the next delay line IC3. This IC is connected in exactly the same way as IC2 except that the outputs are connected via preset VR4. This should be adjusted for minimum distortion and ensures that the two sets of outputs are equal.

The signal now passes into the inverting input of IC4. The resistor capacitor network filters the signal so that frequencies above about 8kHz are cancelled out. Pin 3 is held at about -7V by R16 and R17. Part of the output from pin 6 travels via VR3 and C9 to the input of IC2 as previously described to complete the feedback loop. VR2 sets the feedback level and thus the lengths of time for which the signal reverberates.

**Clock Signals**

An inexpensive CMOS 4011 IC is used to supply the two antiphase clock pulses required by the delay line ICs. The arrangement of resistors and capacitors and the use of all four gates provides a very clean symmetrical output wave, the frequency of which may be varied by means of a voltage applied to gates A and B via diodes D1 and D2. VR6 sets the voltage and hence the clock frequency. R18 limits the voltage ensuring that the clock frequency cannot be increased too far.

Power is supplied by a fairly conventional arrangement comprising transformer T1 and four diodes. Smoothing is achieved by capacitor C19 with capacitors C20 ad C21 removing any tiny spikes on the supply. The -15V supply is provided by a negative voltage regulator IC6 which is a type 7915. Capacitors C5 and C15 provide additional decoupling for the microphone amplifier and delay filter circuits respectively. The components specified will supply up to about 60mA DC which is more than sufficient. A higher current transformer may be employed if the power supply is required to drive a power amplifier as well. No alteration need be made to the other power supply components as DC output is less than 1A although a heat sink will be neces-
Echoary for IC6.

Cutting Costs
The delay line ICs TDA 1097 are rather expensive and some constructors may prefer to build the circuit with one other than the two shown. It is recommended that the circuit be built with all the IC holders and wire links so that the second TDA 1097 may be added later. If only one delay line IC is used, leave out IC2 and C8 and take C9 to pin 3 of IC3 instead of IC2. The maximum delay is halved but quite interesting reverberation effects can still be obtained.

Mic Amp Construction
The microphone amplifier circuit is sensitive to electrical interference and it seemed prudent to construct is separately (Fig 5.) to allow for additional screening. As with all amplifiers, neatness of wiring is important to prevent the circuit from picking up electrical noise and feedback. Begin by breaking the tracks as shown. Then solder on the IC holders, wire links, resistors and small capacitors. Note that electrolytic capacitors must be connected with the correct polarity. Plug in the 741 IC the correct way around – no special handling precautions are required for this chip.

Screened cable should be used at the input and output. Note that the screen is connected to positive earth.

Testing
The microphone amplifier should be tested separately. Connect a suitable moving coil microphone and feed the amplifier output to the tape, tuner or Aux input of a power amplifier. The circuit may be powered from a 9V battery if required – don’t forget that positive must be connected to ground. The signal obtained should be similar to that obtained from a tape recorder or tuner.

PSU Construction
The few components required for the power supply may be mounted on a piece of stripboard near the transformer as shown in Fig. 6. A heat sink is not required for IC6 as it is working well below its rated
current output. A 100mA minus 15V regulator may be available and can be used if preferred. There is little price advantage however. Make sure that the large electrolytic capacitor C19 is connected positive earth again. Note that track C is deliberately left unconnected.

The Main Circuit

The delay line filter and clock pulse generator are constructed on a single piece of stripboard as shown in Fig. 7.

Label the stripboard carefully and break the tracks where indicated, noting that the position of the break is critical in both directions. Sockets are essential for CMOS bucket brigade delay lines IC2, IC3 and CMOS IC5. It is wise to use a socket for IC 4 as well.

The sockets, wire links and components may be soldered in as usual noting the polarity of the diodes and electrolytic capacitors C6, C7, C13, C14 and C15. Screened cable should be employed to link VR2 with the circuit and the signal input and output. The screen must be connected to the 0V, IC4 should be inserted into its holder the correct way around but do not plug in the delay line ICs at this stage.

IC5 should be inserted into its socket noting that it is a CMOS IC and requires careful handling – see below.

Mains Wiring

Keep all mains wiring as short as possible and away from the audio parts of the circuit. The mains earth lead should be connected to the metal core of the transformer and to the metal of the case. The earth connection should also be joined to the positive (0V) line of the power supply.

Connect the power supply to both the microphone amplifier and the delay/filter circuits. Connect a voltmeter across the power supply and switch on. Switch off immediately if the voltage appears to fall below 1.5V. The likely cause of this is a bridged pair of tracks or other short circuit – or either circuit connected with the wrong polarity. If all is well, switch off and connect the microphone amplifier to the main circuit and the main circuit output to the power amplifier. Set VR1 and the presets to halfway.

Switch on the power supply and
speak into the microphone. The signal from the microphone amplifier should pass through the filter circuit and be heard from the power amplifier. No reverberation will occur as the delay line ICs have not yet been fitted. Adjust preset VR5 for good matching into the power amplifier and set VR1 for a reasonable microphone volume level.

The clock oscillator may be checked at this stage if an oscilloscope is available. Alternatively, a high impedance ear piece may be connected across CP1 and CP2. When VR6 is turned fully clockwise, maximum delay, minimum frequency, a high pitched sound should be heard.

If all is well, switch off and short circuit the power supply to ensure that the capacitors are discharged before fitting IC2 and IC3.

Handling Precautions

All CMOS ICs should be handled with care as the static electricity which appears on insulated materials – including the human body – can easily destroy an IC. The high cost of bucket brigade delay line ICs makes careful handling even more imperative.

Store the ICs in their original packaging material until the moment of insertion into their holders. Earth your hands by touching them to an earthed metal object (for example, the metal case of a power unit (plugged into the mains supply). Proper earthing straps are available from some component suppliers.

Place the IC packaging material against the destination socket to ensure that it is equally discharged.

Make sure that the ICs are the right way around and insert into the socket. Once fitted, other components in the circuit will protect it from electrostatic effects. This is providing no alterations are made. If any further soldering is required, first remove IC2 and IC3, taking the same precautions as before and return them to their protective packaging.

Final testing

The circuit may now be tested. Set reverberation control VR3 to minimum resistance (maximum feedback). Switch on and adjust the delay control (VR6) to maximum delay (Fully clockwise). A high pitched whistle may be heard. Turn up VR6 a little until the noise is no longer audible. Any sound made into the microphone should reverberate. Adjust VR3 so that reverberation decays rather than increases.

Adjust preset VR2 so that the voltage between its sliding contact and ground is -7V. In other words, connect the positive lead of the voltmeter to ground and touch the negative lead to the sliding contact of VR2 whilst adjusting VR2 for a 7V reading. Preset VR4 should be adjusted so that the two sets of signals from pins 4 and 6 of IC3 are equal. In the absence of an oscilloscope, VR4 should be set to minimum distortion. Alternatively an oscilloscope may be used to monitor the signal at the sliding contact of VR4. Using a fairly high time base setting, the two sets of component frequencies should now be adjusted until the two heights are equal.

Assuming the earlier tests were successful, any failure at this stage suggests a mistake in the few components and links around IC2 and IC3. If necessary, check the voltage across pins 5 and 8 of each IC. A reading of 15V should be obtained.

Connect the positive lead of the voltmeter to ground and check that pin 7 is at about -14V and pin 3 at about -7V. If all is well, the circuits may be fitted into a suitable case.

Components

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Resistors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R1, R2, R13, R14 100k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R3 56k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R4, R6 1k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R5, R10, R12 47k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R7 5k6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R8 3k9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R9 120k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R11 120k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R15 51k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R16, R17 220k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R18, R21 4k7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R19, R20 150k</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Potentiometers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VR1 100k linear pot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VR2 4k7 preset</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VR3 1M linear pot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VR4 4k7 preset</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VR5 100k preset</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VR6 10k linear pot</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Capacitors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C1, C8, C10 100n polyester</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2 100p polyester</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3, C4, C7, C13 10µ polyester</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C5, C15 100µ electrolytic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C6, C14 2µ electrolytic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C11 50p polyester</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C12 140p polyester</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C13 1n polyester</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C17, C18 470p polyester</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C19 470µ electrolytic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C20 220n polyester</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C21 470n polyester</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Semiconductors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IC1, IC4 741 op-amp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IC2, IC3 TDA 1097 bucket brigade delay line</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IC5 CMOS 4011B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IC6 741 15V power regulator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D1, D2 1N4148 diode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D3, D4, D5, D611401 diode</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Miscellaneous</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T1 Mains transformer 18V (or 15V) 100mA secondary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LP1 Mains neon with integral resistor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S1 Mains toggle DPST switch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FS1 Fuseholder and 200mA fuse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stripboards: 45 holes by 28 tracks (plus any extras for mounting holes), 29 holes by 8 tracks, 28 holes by 6 tracks, IC holders, DIN or jack socket (for microphone), phone socket (for output), knobs, mains cable, screened cable, connecting wire, grommets, screws, nylon nuts and bolts, metal case, wire and solder.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Techniques

Andrew Armstrong is on holiday Paul Chappell takes over this month.

This month’s query is from Mr. F. Hinkley of Rochester, Kent, who would like to know the general principles of bio-feedback circuits. It’s quite a tall order to cover such a wide area in the available space, but here goes.

The general principle of biofeedback is this: you can control the chosen aspect of your performance a darn sight better if you can see your progress and measure the results. Suppose you’re trying to lose weight, for instance. You could just follow a diet and hope it’s doing some good, but how much better it is to weigh yourself each day and see the results quantified. If your weight doesn’t change you know the diet isn’t working, so you adjust it. If it does change, the achievement of losing a few pounds may spur you on to even greater efforts. In principle a bathroom scales is a piece of biofeedback equipment.

A circuit that’s well worth experimenting with is the skin resistance meter. The idea is that skin resistance is related to stress, with a higher resistance indicating a more relaxed state and a lower one showing tension. Skin resistance circuits have long been a staple of the electronics mags since they are easy and cheap to make and can give quite spectacular results. You could almost make do with a bench multimeter on resistance range, but because the resistance changes might amount to, say, a 1K change sitting on a basal resistance of 100K, the 1% movement of the needle could be a little hard to detect. Digital meters are not so satisfactory for bio-feedback since it takes a certain amount of mental processing to interpret the figures. The more direct the output, the better. Meter needles, bar displays, computer-generated images which change size or colour, or changes in pitch of a sound are all excellent ways of presenting the information.

Fig. 1 shows about the simplest skin resistance meter it’s possible to make. The resistance sets the frequency of an audio oscillator. You listen to the tone produced through a crystal earpiece. The lower the pitch, the more relaxed you are. Q1 and Q2 can be any general purpose NPN transistor. The electrodes are the expensive part: they are each 2p. Literally. Solder a 2p coin to each input wire and tape one to each palm.

This simple circuit can show up some quite unexpected responses. Many people show a marked stress reaction at the noise of a passing lorry, although they’d insist otherwise. The act of telling a lie can give quite a strong stress response too, which is why a skin resistance circuit is always included in lie detector equipment.

The circuit can be improved by adding a simple frequency to voltage converter, offsetting the voltage due to basal resistance, and feeding the voltage from resistance changes to a meter movement or bar display. Fig. 2 shows a possible circuit. IC1 can be any general purpose op-amp and RV1 is adjusted periodically to bring the meter or bar back to centre scale. It’s the changes you’re interested in rather than the absolute value of skin resistance.

Pulse rate is another indication of stress level, and although probably not worth building for bio-feedback purposes alone a pulse rate meter can be a most useful aid for...
sports training too. There are two common ways of picking up a pulse signal from the body. One is to use an optical arrangement to shine light through the earlobe, for instance, and to detect the variations in light transmission as the blood pressure varies during each heart cycle. The performance of this type of circuit depends very much on the sensor, and for anyone ingenious enough to come up with a suitable mechanical arrangement to hold the source and detector in position, or with access to ready made sensors, it’s the easiest way to do the job. The alternative is to detect the electrical activity of the heart directly, as shown in Fig. 3.

Once again you can use coins as the electrodes, either held in the hands or taped to your chest. If you can get hold of some proper ECG electrodes, so much the better. The circuit will work with cheap and nasty quad op-amps, but will benefit enormously if you use OP77s for IC1 and IC2 and a reasonable quality audio op-amp for IC3. IC1 and IC2 form a differential amplifier which helps to cancel out noise and mains hum while retaining the heart signal. IC3 and its associated components form a low pass filter with characteristics tailored for this application. IC4 turns the output of IC3 into a clean pulse train suitable for driving logic circuits.

The simplest way to use the output is to listen to it with a crystal earpiece. You’ll hear a series of clicks at about one second if you’re fit as a fiddle, a little faster if you’re a couch potato. Heart rate varies enormously and can easily increase by fifty percent with mild exercise. Stress and anxiety will also pop up the rate substantially.

The circuit of Fig. 2 can again be used to drive a meter or bar graph, although it will take longer to settle because of the lower frequency input. The values of C1 and C2 should be increased to 470n and 47µF respectively.
THOUSANDS PURCHASED BY PROFESSIONAL USERS

THE RENOWNED MXF SERIES OF POWER AMPLIFIERS FOUR MODELS: MXF200 (100 + 100) MXF400 (200 + 200) MXF600 (300 + 300) MXF900 (450 + 450) ALL POWER RATINGS R.M.S. INTO 4 OHMS, BOTH CHANNELS DRIVEN

FEATURES: Independent power supplies with two toroidal transformers + Twin L.E.D. vu meters + Level controls + Manual on-off switch + Push-Button + Oversized 14-digit displays + Super Low-Distortion + High quality parts + A.C. Power supply + Fuse Protection + Remote on-off Switch + 30cm Leads. CHOICE OF TWO MODELS POWER RATINGS QUOTED IN Watts RMS FOR EACH CABINET

OMP/MF 100 Mos-Fet Output power 110 watts R.M.S. into 4 ohms, frequency response 1Hz - 100KHz -3dB, Damping Factor >300, Slew Rate 50V/us, T.H.D. typical 0.002%, Input Sensitivity 500mV, S.N.R. >110db. Size 300 x 123 x 60mm. Price £40.85 + £3.50 P&P

OMP/MF 200 Mos-Fet Output power 200 watts R.M.S. into 4 ohms, frequency response 1Hz - 100KHz -3dB, Damping Factor >300, Slew Rate 50V/us, T.H.D. typical 0.002%, Input Sensitivity 500mV, S.N.R. >110db. Size 330 x 175 x 100mm. Price £64.35 + £4.00 P&P

OMP/MF 300 Mos-Fet Output power 300 watts R.M.S. into 4 ohms, frequency response 1Hz - 100KHz -3dB, Damping Factor >300, Slew Rate 50V/us, T.H.D. typical 0.002%, Input Sensitivity 500mV, S.N.R. >110db. Size 330 x 175 x 100mm. Price £61.75 + £5.00 P&P

OMP/MF 450 Mos-Fet Output power 450 watts R.M.S. into 4 ohms, frequency response 1Hz - 100KHz -3dB, Damping Factor >300, Slew Rate 50V/us, T.H.D. typical 0.002%, Input Sensitivity 500mV, S.N.R. >110db. Size 330 x 175 x 100mm. Price £112.35 + £5.00 P&P

NOTE: MOS-POWER MODELS AVAILABLE IN TWO VERSIONS - STANDARD - INPUT SENS 500mV, BANDWIDTH 10kHz - SPECIFIED POWER Model - Input Sens 500mV, Bandwidth 10kHz - SENS 77mW, BAND 90kHz, ORDER STANDARD OR SPEC.

OMP/MF 100 Mos-Fet Output power 110 watts R.M.S. into 4 ohms, frequency response 1Hz - 100KHz -3dB, Damping Factor >300, Slew Rate 50V/us, T.H.D. typical 0.002%, Input Sensitivity 500mV, S.N.R. >110db. Size 300 x 123 x 60mm. Price £40.85 + £3.50 P&P

OMP/MF 200 Mos-Fet Output power 200 watts R.M.S. into 4 ohms, frequency response 1Hz - 100KHz -3dB, Damping Factor >300, Slew Rate 50V/us, T.H.D. typical 0.002%, Input Sensitivity 500mV, S.N.R. >110db. Size 330 x 175 x 100mm. Price £64.35 + £4.00 P&P

OMP/MF 300 Mos-Fet Output power 300 watts R.M.S. into 4 ohms, frequency response 1Hz - 100KHz -3dB, Damping Factor >300, Slew Rate 50V/us, T.H.D. typical 0.002%, Input Sensitivity 500mV, S.N.R. >110db. Size 330 x 175 x 100mm. Price £61.75 + £5.00 P&P

OMP/MF 450 Mos-Fet Output power 450 watts R.M.S. into 4 ohms, frequency response 1Hz - 100KHz -3dB, Damping Factor >300, Slew Rate 50V/us, T.H.D. typical 0.002%, Input Sensitivity 500mV, S.N.R. >110db. Size 330 x 175 x 100mm. Price £112.35 + £5.00 P&P

NOTE: MOS-POWER MODELS AVAILABLE IN TWO VERSIONS - STANDARD - INPUT SENS 500mV, BANDWIDTH 10kHz - SPECIFIED POWER Model - Input Sens 500mV, Bandwidth 10kHz - SENS 77mW, BAND 90kHz, ORDER STANDARD OR SPEC.